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This report presents results from the first phase (Subtask A) of a study
defining the most attractive low pressure, oxygen/hydrogen auxiliary propulsion
subsystem (APS) for NASA space shuttle boosters and orbiters. The purpose of
Subtask A was to study candidate APS concepts and select the most attractive
approaches for the booster and orbiter stages of two reference space shuttles.
The second and final phase of the study (Subtask B) was a preliminary design
of the selected APS concepts. Results from Subtask В are presented in Report
MDC E0302, and'a summary of overall study effort is provided in Report MDC E0293.
Finally, a design handbook containing detailed descriptions of the selected booster
and orbiter APS concepts is provided in Report MDC E0301.
The Subtask A study approach through which the preferred booster and orbiter
APS concepts evolved was composed of:
(1) initial screening studies to reduce the large number of design alternatives
to a matrix of high value concepts, and:
(2) detailed concept comparisons and trade"offs applying a common set of
criteria consistent with overall space shuttle goals and constraints.
The most important areas affecting APS concept selection were identified as the
propellant storage state (liquid or supercritical), propellant thermal conditioning
scheme (active heat exchanger/gas generator or passive heat exchanger), and pro"
pellant flow control (simple main engine tank mass addition or mass addition coupled
with downstream pressure or pressure"temperature control). The feasibility of each
approach was evaluated in terms of performance, simplicity, flexibility, development
and technology to establish recommended concept selections.
The preferred APS concepts for both booster and orbiter stages of the two
reference space shuttles use main engine propellant tanks as low pressure gas
accumulators. The Subtask A study demonstrated that propellant residuals trapped
in the main engine tanks are sufficient to meet booster APS propellant demands,
and may be supplied directly from the main tanks to the engine assemblies at tank
ullage pressures and temperatures. The orbiter APS requires separate liquid
propellant storage tanks to supplement boost residuals. Propellants from the storage
tanks are circulated through either active or passive heat exchanger assemblies
(depending on the number of "Hx axis manuevers performed by the APS) where they are
heated prior to injection into the main engine tanks. Warm propellant vapors from
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main engine tanks are mixed with additional liquid propellants in downstream liquid/
vapor mixers, then supplied to the engines at constant temperature and pressure
(constant density). This report contains a definition of candidate APS concepts,
as well as trade"offs and comparisons leading to selection of preferred concepts
for the reference space shuttles.
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Auxiliary propulsion will be required for space shuttle attitude and transla"
tional control. Operating with the same propellants (i.e., oxygen and hydrogen)
as the shuttle main engine, these subsystems will have a minimum service life of
100 mission cycles without major overhaul or refurbishment. Two basic design
approaches have been conceived for the auxiliary propulsion subsystem (APS):
(1) a high pressure concept using turbopumps or turbocompressors to achieve
high operating pressure levels;
(2) a low pressure concept using main engine propellant tanks as an integral
part of the subsystem, and operating at main engine tank ullage
pressures.
This report deals only with the low pressure APS concept. It presents the scope
and results from the first phase (Subtask A) of a two"part McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company"East (MDAC"EAST) study effort under MSC Contract No. NAS 9"11012,
titled "Space Shuttle Low Pressure Auxiliary Propulsion Subsystem Definition". The
study was performed for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Manned
Spacecraft Center (MSC), Houston, Texas, under the technical direction of Mr. N.
Chaffee. A subcontract was extended to Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company to provide
component weight and performance models.
The overall study objective was "to conduct preliminary auxiliary propulsion
subsystem studies, which would generate information and data, for use in the space
shuttle vehicle effort," and which would, "identify attractive APS concepts, define
their range of applicability and limitations and identify critical technology areas
and development priorities." The study was divided into two phases. The first,
Subtask A, was a conceptual subsystem definition phase designed to identify APS
concepts best suited to each of two reference shuttle boosters and orbiters. The
second phase, Subtask B, was a preliminary design of selected subsystems to
establish an in"depth understanding of subsystem design and operation. This report
presents results of Subtask A studies, only. Results from Subtask В are presented
in MDAC"EAST Report No" MDC E0302, and a summary of overall study effort is provided
in Report No. MDC E0293. Finally a design handbook containing detailed descriptions
of the selected booster and orbiter APS concepts is provided in Report No. MDC E0301.
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The Subtask A study demonstrated that propellant residuals contained in the
main engine tanks are sufficient to meet booster APS propellant demands and may be
supplied directly from main engine tanks to engine assemblies at ullage pressures
and temperatures. The orbiter APS requires separate liquid propellant storage to
supplement boost residuals. Propellants from the storage tanks are circulated
through heat exchanger assemblies when they are heated prior to injection into the
main engine tanks. Warm propellant vapors from the main engine tanks are mixed
with additional liquid propellants in a downstream liquid/vapor mixer, then supplied
to the engines at constant temperature and pressure (constant density). A descrip-
tion of Subtask A studies leading to selection of recommended low pressure APS
concepts is presented in this report. Included are the basic study approach,
a summary of vehicle and subsystem requirements, identification of candidate trade
study concepts, concept selections, and the study conclusions and recommendations.
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The Subtask A study approach through which the preferred booster and orbiter
APS concepts evolved was composed of;
(1) initial screening studies to reduce design alternatives to a matrix of
high value concepts, and
(2) detailed concept comparisons and trade-offs applying a common set of
criteria consistent with overall space shuttle goals and constraints.
Candidate concepts were compared in terms of performance, simplicity, flexibility,
development and technology applying common guidelines, permitting identification of
the most attractive concepts for further study. Studies conducted during Subtask
A included the following:
(1) Establishment of subsystem schematics.
(2) Establishment of subsystem balances including subsystem,
assembly and component steady-state pressures and temperatures.
(3) Preliminary definition of the environment in which the subsystem,
assemblies and components must operate.
(4) Level of assembly and/or component redundancy.
(5) Identification and general description of components and assemblies.
(6) Preliminary determination of subsystem, assembly and component weights
and volumes.
(7) Preliminary determination of component life requirements.
(8) Preliminary determination of engine propellant conditioning
requirements.
(9) Identification of critical technology areas.
(10) Sensitivity of the conceptual subsystem to the following:
(a) Component design 0/F ratios.
(b) Propellant storage temperature and pressure.
(c) Fluctuations in propellant storage temperatures and pressure
about the nominal values.
(d) Engine thrust and chamber pressure.
(e) Subsystem total impulse and single burn maximum impulse.
(f) Duty cycle and propellant usage rate.
(g) Minimum impulse bit.
(h) Reentry heating.
2-1
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(i) Required translational and angular acceleration and velocity
levels.
(j) Variations of residuals,
(k) Variations in feedline run lengths.
П) Engines located so that no heat shield penetrations result.
A task description flow chart is provided in Figure 2"1. Initially, vehicle
propulsion subsystem requirements and design criteria were established by applying
the data of Appendix A. Then, for the basic low pressure APS concept, preliminary
screening studies reduced the number of potential subsystem assembly candidates
to a matrix of high value concepts. These assembly concepts were then evaluated
and compared to identify the most attractive approaches for propellant storage,
thermal conditioning, and propellant flow control. Due to the limited pressure
budget for the low pressure APS concept, and the sensitivity of engine performance
to injector inlet conditions, much of this effort was concentrated on propellant
flow control to define operational characteristics and resulting engine performance
for various control schemes. Component models were developed to assist subsystem
assembly weight trade"offs and to identify key technology requirements. Finally,
preferred approaches for subsystem assemblies were identified, resulting in
definition of baseline subsystems for each booster and orbiter vehicle. These
resulting subsystems were then weight"optimized and evaluated to determine their
sensitivities to variations in vehicle design and mission operating requirements.
2"2
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3. VEHICLE AND SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Described in this section are the primary vehicle requirements and their im"
pact on APS design. APS engine thrust levels, number of engines, and mission
total impluse allocations for each booster and orbiter are identified.
A description of baseline space shuttles considered in the Subtask A APS
study and corresponding vehicle/mission requirements are provided in Appendix A.
These include mission timelines, maneuver and attitude control velocity and accel"
eration requirements, subsystem/component design criteria, and design characteris"
tics of the two reference space shuttles. Each of the reference shuttles consists
of two reusable stages, a booster and an orbiter. Shuttle A orbiter has a low
cross"range capability and is designed to reenter at a high angle of attack, to
minimize vehicle heating rates and temperatures. Shuttle В orbiter has a high
cross"range capability and is designed for high performance in the hypersonic
flight regime. Planform drawings of both orbiters and boosters, showing APS in"
stallations selected for the Subtask A study, are presented in Figures 3"1 through
3"4. (Detailed APS installation drawings are provided in the Appendix В Configura"
tion Analyses.)
The baseline mission for both shuttles A and В was the logistics resupply of
a space station or space base. Only a single mission timeline was specified for
the booster, whereas three distinct mission timelines were specified for the or"
biter, corresponding to the number of +X axis maneuvers to be performed by the
APS. Three orbiter APS maneuver levels were considered:
(1) all translation maneuvers along all axes
(2) all translation maneuvers except those in the +X direction
greater than 50 ft/sec
(3) all translation maneuvers except those in the +X direction
greater than 10 ft/sec
The last two options assumed use of a separate orbit maneuver subsystem (QMS) to
provide additional required maneuverAV.
Total impulse time histories employed in Subtask A studies are shown in
Figure 3"5 for the boosters, and Figures 3"6 and 3"7 for orbiters. For those
missions in which the orbiter APS provided less than the total maneuver impulse
requirement, APS mission impulse included an allocation of 30,000 Ib"sec per
maneuver for settling liquid propellants in the QMS. The fraction of APS mission
3"1
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impulse required for pulse"mode limit cycle operation was determined applying the
minimum impulse bit"thrust correlation of Figure 3"8, in conjunction with the
vehicle inertia properties and attitude deadband requirements defined in Appendix A.
Figure 3"8 was derived from existing engine data for earth storable engines and
calculated data for cryogenic 0""H" engines.
Vehicle maneuver and attitude control requirements, specified in Appendix A,
are tabulated in Figures 3"9 and 3"10 for orbiters and boosters, respectively.
Two translational and angular acceleration ranges are shown. The desired range
is bounded by the nominal minimum to nominal maximum values, whereas the acceptable
range is bounded by the minimum and maximum values specified. These requirements
were employed in conjunction with the vehicle moments of inertia, available con"
trol moment arms, and the mission failure constraints to define APS thrust levels.
The ground rules used to determine total APS thrust levels are summarized in
Figure 3"11. They provided for nominal minimum acceleration levels with all
engines firing, and for minimum acceleration levels with two engines out. The
number of engines was established so that minimum subsystem weight was achieved.
The same thrust level was required for all engines to minimize development re"
quirements. Mission performance requirements were satisfied with a booster A
configuration employing eighteen 2600 Ib thrust engines and a booster В configura"
tion using sixteen 2000 Ib thrust engines. Similarly, orbiter mission requirements
were met with an orbiter A configuration of thirty"two 500 Ib thrust engines, and
an orbiter В configuration having twenty"eight 1000 Ib thrust engines. Engine
operational logic for these configurations are specified in Appendix В. А
summary of total impulse, thrust and maximum propellant flow requirements for the
booster and orbiter stages of both shuttles is presented in Figure 3"12. Pro"
pellant flow requirements were based on a maximum of five engines firing at a
given time.
3"9











































































PRELIMINARY DflPULSE BIT ОЕГГ.ТПСГ
FIGURE 3.8 •

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: THE NUMBER OF ENGINES AND THRUST LEVEL CALCULATED TO PROVIDE:
(1) MINIMUM APS WEIGHT
(2) NOMINAL MINIMUM ACCELERATION WITH ALL ENGINES FIRING
(3) MINIMUM ACCELERATION WITH TWO ENGINES OUT
GROUND RULES FOR APS THRUST DETERMINATION
FIGURE 3-11
3-13


































































4. TRADE STUDY CONCEPTS
At the start of the Subtask A study, numerous potential candidates for the
various APS assemblies and components were conceived. The initial problem was to
reduce the number of candidates to a matrix of high-value concepts so that the
study could proceed on a timely basis. Therefore, preliminary screening studies
(Appendix C) were conducted on both an assembly and a component level to identify
the most attractive concepts. The major concept drivers were identified as the
propellant storage state (liquid or supercritical), propellant conditioning scheme
(active or passive), and propellant flow control (simple main engine tank mass
addition or mass addition coupled with downstream pressure or pressure-temperature
control). The following paragraphs discuss each design approach. Detailed
analyses, conducted to establish the most competitive position for each concept,
are presented in Appendices С through F of this report. In all, sixty"eight
concepts were chosen for continued examination. Selected component types and main
engine tank residual propellant utilization study results are also summarized in
this section, since they impact subsequent concept comparisons.
4.1 Propellant Storage " Competing propellant storage concepts which were
established for each of three orbiter mission timelines (4"Х axis maneuvers < 10 ft/
sec; 4"Х axis maneuvers < 50 ft/sec; and all 4"Х axis maneuvers) are illustrated in
Figure 4"1. As this illustration shows, both liquid and supercritical propellant
storage options were considered competitive for the low and intermediate velocity
level missions. However, because of the extreme weight penalty ( >10,000 Ib)
associated with supercritical storage, only liquid storage was considered a viable
candidate for the high maneuver level mission. Different pressurization concepts
were employed for the liquid oxygen and hydrogen storage tanks. The liquid oxygen
tank employed a conventional cold"gas helium pressurization assembly; the liquid
hydrogen tank was pressurized by warm hydrogen gas extracted from the main engine
tank and compressed to the required ullage pressure. This latter concept was
selected as a result of an overriding weight advantage. In both cases, the liquid
oxygen and hydrogen tanks were nonrefillable and separate from the QMS. The over"
all weight advantage of separate tanks was slight, however, compared to the fully
integrated APS/OMS tankage approach.
Supercritical propellant storage was an attractive concept because the pro"
pellant is stored in a single phase, eliminating the need for a propellant acqui"
4"1
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sltion device. However, the required storage pressures are high (250 to 800 Ibf/in a
for hydrogen and oxygen, respectively) resulting in a significant weight penalty for
large tanks. The supercritical storage concept shown in Figure 4-1 was separate
from the OMS. For the low maneuver level mission, nonrefillable tanks were employed;
however, for the intermediate level mission, refillable tanks were selected in order
to reduce tank weight penalty. During expulsion, the supercritical propellant was
heated to maintain required feed pressures. The preferred heating concept for this
study employed an external active heat exchanger/gas generator circuit, wherein
circulated propellant was heated to a prescribed temperature, pumped to a higher
pressure, and then cycled back into the storage tank. This technique eliminated
the explosion hazard that may result from the gas generator exhaust products
leaking into the storage tanks and allowed the pump to operate at constant fluid
inlet density.
The thermal protection concept preferred for both liquid and supercritical
storage options employed reusable high performance insulation (HPI) enclosed in a
fiberglass outer shell. The HPI was pressurized during ascent to orbit, depres-
surized to vacuum on orbit, and repressurized during reentry in order to reduce the
fiberglass shell weight penalty.
A.2 Propellant Flow Control - Propellant flow control maintains engine thrust
and mixture ratio within prescribed limits. Four different approaches were selected
for further study for the orbiters, whereas only two were selected for the boosters.
4.2.1 Orbiter Propellant Flow Control - The four flow control concepts con-
sidered for the orbiters are illustrated in Figure 4-2. The concepts provided
progressively greater accuracy in control of engine inlet conditions. The first
concept evaluated was propellant mass addition. Main engine tank pressure was
allowed to decay during APS usage until a prescribed level was attained. The main
engine tanks were then resupplied with propellant from the APS storage tanks to
maintain minimum engine feed pressures. This approach provided limited engine
thrust and mixture ratio control. Only indirect control of engine inlet pressure
and temperature was exercised through resupply propellant energy level (mass and
enthalpy). The second approach also employed mass addition, but used differential
pressure regulators in the individual engine feedlines to control the difference
between hydrogen and oxygen injector inlet pressures. In this manner, accurate
control of engine mixture ratio was achieved; however, engine thrust still varied
over a wide range. This wide thrust variation was controlled in the third approach
by replacing the differential regulators with a main supply line pressure regulator
4-3
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near the outlet of the main engine tank. This regulator provided relatively
tight control of both thrust and mixture ratio as influenced by pressure, but off"
nominal excursions still occurred because of variations in gaseous propellant
temperatures. Precise control of thrust and mixture ratio was achieved in the
fourth approach through use of a liquid/vapor mixing chamber adjacent to the main
supply line pressure regulator. In this concept liquid propellant supplied from
APS storage tanks was mixed with vapor extracted from the main engine tanks.
Liquid inflow to the mixer was controlled using a cavitating venturi throttle
valve which maintained nearly constant mixer inlet pressure. As APS engine pro"
pellant demand and main engine tank pressure and temperature varied during the
mission, liquid flow to the mixer was throttled to maintain constant downstream
vapor temperature, thus ensuring constant vapor density at the engine injector inlet.
This concept permitted the engines to operate at near"optimum design conditions
throughout the mission, and reduced the vapor extraction rate from the main engine
tanks. In this manner minimum main engine tank pressure was maintained with lower
resupply propellant energies compared with the other flow control concepts.
4.2.2 Booster Propellant Flow Control " Studies presented in Appendix E
demonstrated that total booster APS impulse requirements could be satisfied com"
pletely using residual propellant vapors trapped in the main engine tanks following
boost, thus eliminating the need for propellant resupply (mass addition). For this
reason, only three concepts were considered for propellant flow control;
(1) a simple blowndown concept, wherein no control was exercised over
engine inlet conditions;
(2) a regulator concept employing differential pressure regulators
in the individual engine feedlines; and
(3) a regulator concept employing main supply line pressure regulators
adjacent to the main engine tanks.
This third approach was subsequently ruled out during booster APS screening studies
due to excessive weight penalty associated with pressure regulators and propellant
distribution lines.
4.3 Propellant Thermal Conditioning " Studies presented in Appendix С showed
that thermal conditioning of orbiter main engine tank resupply propellant was
necessary to maintain tank temperatures and pressures above levels needed to
sustain required engine thrust. Two concepts were evaluated for superheating the
propellant prior to injection into the main engine tank;
4"5
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(1) an active approach using a heat exchanger/gas generator assembly;
and
(2) a passive approach employing a heat"sink type heat exchanger.
Both are illustrated in Figure 4"3. Energy for the active concept was supplied by
a bipropellant gas generator, whereas energy required by the passive concept was
provided by the internal energy of the orbiter external structure (mass and internal
energy) and the incidental solar radiant energy flux. These two concepts were
evaluated in Appendix С for each of the three orbiter mission timelines, and the
following conclusions were reached:
(1) For the all"maneuver mission (i.e., when the APS performs all post"
separation maneuvers), passive heat exchanger weight and vehicle
surface area requirements were prohibitive. Only the active heat
exchanger concept, therefore, was considered practical for this
mission.
(2) For low and intermediate maneuver missions (i.e., those for which
the APS performs all +X axis maneuvers of 10 ft/sec or less, and all
+X axis maneuvers of 50 ft/sec or less) both active and passive
conditioning concepts were weight competitive. Thus both were con"
sidered attractive candidates.
4.4 Engine Assemblies and Subsystem Components " Preliminary design and
operational analyses of engine assemblies and major subsystem components were alsc
conducted to define component baselines for Subtask A subsystem trade studies.
Results of these analyses are presented in Appendix D, and include a description
of the selected components, parametric weight and performance data used for APS
modeling. Concept selections for the primary subsystem components are summarized
below.
The selected engine concept consists of a coaxial element injector, fuel film
cooled thrust chamber, electrical spark igniter, and diaphragm type propellant
control valves. The gas generator assembly concept employs a cylindrical com"
bustion chamber, a coaxial element injector similar to that for the engine, and
electro"pneumatically actuated poppet propellant control valves. The basic
active heat exchanger concept selected for both the H and 0" propellant networks
was a concentric helical tube and shell design, using hot combustion gases from
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selected for gaseous propellant pressure regulation was an iris"type pressure
regulator, employing a series of overlapping segments moved to control propellant
flow area (a concept similar to the aperture of a camera).
4.5 Residual Propellant Utilization " An important feature of the low pres"
sure APS concept is its potential use of main engine tank residual propellant vapors
and liquids trapped in tanks and propellant feedlines following boost. An evaluation
of the usability of propellant vapors in the tank is relatively straightforward;
it is based on assumed thermal environments and inventory of tank pressures and
temperatures during the mission, applying the classical laws for conservation of
mass and energy. A determination of residual liquid propellant usability is far
more complex, however, since it depends upon propellant capillary effects, vehicle
acceleration loads, main engine tank thermal environments, and APS propellant
usage rates. For the purpose of obtaining a reasonably simple, but realistic
model for predicting residual liquid vaporization rates, orbital flight data from
Saturn IV and IVB flights were correlated to define a vaporization model which
could be applied to the space shuttle. A discussion of this data correlation and
application to the shuttle is presented in Appendix E. Results for the orbiter are
summarized in Figure 4"4. As shown, only a small percentage of available LOX
residual is usable by the APS because APS usage and oxygen boiloff were not
coincident. Most oxygen boiloff was vented before major APS usage was required.
Studies for the booster showed that mission total impulse requirements could be
satisfied entirely using residual propellant vapors, and thus, no propellant
resupply was required.
4.6 Candidate Concept Matrix " The studies discussed in the above paragraphs
reduced the number of potential APS candidates to a manageable number of high value
concepts having competitive characteristics. These are summarized by the matricies
of orbiter and booster concepts shown in Figures 4"5 and 4"6. (More in"depth
concept matricies showing design alternatives considered during APS concept screen"
ing studies are presented in Appendix F).
4.8
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5. CONCEPT SELECTION
APS assembly concepts defined in Figures 4"5 and 4"6 for orbiters and boosters
were compared in order to establish recommended baseline subsystems for subsequent
Subtask В evaluations (Reference (b)). APS assemblies considered were propellant
storage, thermal conditioning, and propellant flow control. To ensure fair and
valid comparison, the candidate concepts were gauged to a common set of criteria
consistent with space shuttle requirements and goals. These selection criteria
were:
1) subsystem weight and volume
2) flexibility to mission changes
3) technology requirements
4) subsystem simplicity, and
5) development program requirements
Weighting applied to each criteria, along with the rationale used to apply the
criteria for concept comparison, is presented in Figure 5"1.
To facilitate concept comparisons, the orbiter flow control assembly was
considered first, holding the remainder of the system in a baseline configuration.
The reference baseline was a liquid propellant storage assembly and an active heat
exchanger/gas generator thermal conditioning assembly. Having selected a preferred
approach for the propellant flow control function, alternate concepts for propellant
storage and thermal conditioning assemblies were evaluated. Since neither a pro"
pellant storage nor a thermal conditioning assembly was required for the boosters,
concept comparisons were limited to the flow control function only. Baseline APS
schematics, detailed subsystem weight breakdowns, overall subsystem mission opera"
ting characteristics, and subsystem sensitivities to design and mission requirements
were developed for both boosters and orbiters to conclude Subtask A definition
studies. Detailed results are presented in Appendix F. The following paragraphs
discuss these concept evaluation studies and the conclusions derived.
5.1 Propellant Flow Control Concept Selection " Much of the emphasis of the
Subtask A definition study was placed on evaluation of orbiter propellant flow
control concepts, because the flow control technique had a strong impact on engine
performance, propellant thermal conditioning requirements, and total subsystem
capability.
5"1
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Orbiter - Prerequisite to comparing orbiter subsystem concepts, APS mission
operation was investigated to identify optimum main engine tank resupply flow
rates, conditioning temperatures, and minimum main engine tank pressures. This
was necessary in order to establish the quantity of propellant which must be
supplied or tanked in addition to the residuals from the main engine tanks to
satisfy APS mission total impulse demands. These studies were conducted for each
candidate orbiter propellant flow control concept.
To clarify the approach employed in performing these studies, an example is
provided in Figures 5-2 through 5-5 for shuttle A orbiter APS using main supply
line pressure regulators for propellant flow control. Initially, simulated mission
duty cycles were analyzed with arbitrarily selected resupply flow rates and con-
ditioning temperatures. This allowed identification of the critical APS mission
phase where minimum main engine tank pressure was attained.
An example mission duty cycle is provided in Figure 5-2(a), where oxygen tank
pressure is plotted as a function of time for the intermediate velocity level
mission (+x axis maneuvers <50 ft/sec). As shown in Figure 5-2(a), the most critical
event occurred approximately 28 hours into mission, where main engine tank pressure
2decayed below 24 lb/in a. Using the critical event identified in this manner,
parametric investigation of propellant resupply flow rate and temperature was con-
ducted holding constant the conditions unique to the critical event (i.e. total
impulse, initial main engine tank pressures and temperatures). Figures 5-2(b) and
5-2(c) illustrate how variations in resupply propellant conditioning temperature and
flowrate effect main engine tank pressure during the critical event. For an 0_
resupply flowrate equal to the total engine flowrate, increases in resupply
temperature reduced the pressure decay, and hence extended burn time capability.
A similar result was achieved if resupply temperature was held constant and ratio
of resupply to engine flowrate increased. The problem, therefore, was to identify
optimum ratio of resupply to engine flowrate, and then establish propellant
conditioning temperature required to maintain tank pressure above a minimum pres-
cribed level.
To find the optimum propellant resupply ratio, its effect on total propel-
lant requirements was investigated. Using the critical event of Figure 5-2(a),
Figure 5-3(a) defines the minimum conditioning temperature required to sustain
a final tank pressure of 20 lb/in a (an arbitrary pressure level for illustration)
as a function of resupply ratio. The results were substantially similar
5-3
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to those shown previously in Figure 5"2(c) (i.e., as resupply ratio was increased,
required conditioning temperature was decreased). Figure 5"3(b) relates resupply
ratio to total propellant requirement. In this example, the corresponding minimum
conditioning temperatures defined in Figure 5"3(a) were employed with each resupply
ratio. As shown, minimum total propellant weight was achieved for a ratio of
resupply to engine flowrate of unity. This occurred because as resupply ratios
were decreased below unity, conditioning temperature was increased in order to
о
sustain tank pressure above 20 Ib/in a. This, in turn, resulted in greater con"
ditioning assembly weight penalties. Conversely, as resupply ratios were increased
above unity, main engine tanks became overcharged and were subsequently vented to
avoid overpressure. Whereas, the above results were obtained using a main supply
line pressure regulator, identical results were obtained for the other flow control
concepts. Therefore, for each of the four candidate flow control concepts, a
resupply to engine flowrate ratio of unity was employed for concept comparisons.
With an identification of the critical event for each orbiter APS mission,
and a definition of the optimum ratio of resupply to engine flowrate, conditioning
temperatures required to sustain a final prescribed tank pressure during the
critical event were established. Results for orbiter A are shown in Figure 5"4,
where final main engine tank pressure is plotted as a function of conditioning
temperature. The effect of main engine tank final pressure on overall APS weight
is presented in Figure 5"5 for orbiter A. As shown, minimum subsystem weight was
2
achieved at a final tank pressure of approximately 22.5 Ib/in a for low and inter"
mediate velocity level missions. However, for the high maneuver velocity mission,
2
minimum subsystem weight would be achieved well below 20 Ib/in a. For the purpose
2
of providing a consistent reference, a design tank pressure of 20 Ib/in a and the
corresponding conditioning temperature were selected for the three mission
velocity levels, except for those cases where higher conditioning temperatures
were required to sustain main engine tank temperatures above the minimum allowable
engine inlet temperatures. A tabulation of selected conditioning temperatures for
each of the four candidate flow control concepts for orbiter A is provided in
Figure 5"6. These conditining temperatures, and a ratio of resupply to engine
flowrate of unity, were employed to define mission performance (engine thrust and
mixture ratio) variations and impulsive propellant requirements. Each of the
four flow control concepts were evaluated using computer simulations of the three
orbiter mission duty cycles. Results of these simulations are also tabulated in
5"6
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Figure 5-6, in terms of required conditioning temperatures, gas generator propellent,
engine propellant, and relative subsystem weight. As shown, propellant conditioning
was required in all cases except hydrogen resupply for low maneuver level, constant
density control. In that case, sufficient hydrogen conditioning was achieved by
main engine tank wall-to-vapor heating.
The constant density approach affords lowest subsystem weight. This results
from constant engine performance at optimum design conditions, and from reduced
weight of the thermal conditioning assembly. Less gaseous propellant is extracted
from the main engine tank since much of the total propellant flow is supplied as
liquid to a liquid-vapor mixer for control of engine inlet temperature. This, in
turn, reduces resupply flow and energy requirements for maintaining tank pressure,
consequently, heat exchanger size and gas generator propellant demand are reduced.
An additional advantage attributed to reduced thermal conditioning requirements is
greater capability in terms of engine thrust, mission total impulse and maximum
single-burn AV. Increases in these parameters can be accommodated for less sub-
system weight penalty than for other flow control concepts. Results of the
comparison for each of the four candidate orbiter flow control concepts applying
previously established selection and weighting criteria, are shown in Figure 5-7.
Because of minimum subsystem weight and greater mission flexibility, the constant
density concept was selected as the preferred flow control approach.
Booster - Since the boosters do not require propellant resupply, only two
flow control concepts were compared: a simple blowdown concept, and a pressure
regulated concept using differential regulators for individual engine assemblies.
Simulated mission operational characteristics of both concepts are compared in
Figure 5-8 for booster A. As shown, the concepts afforded equivalent performance.
Final main engine tank pressures and total engine thrust were practically identical,
and engine mixture ratio remained relatively constant. Comparison of these con-
cepts applying the selection criteria is presented in Figure 5-9. Because of
minimum subsystem weight, inherent design/operational simplicity, and acceptable
flexibility to mission requirements, the blowdown concept was selected for both
space shuttle boosters.
5.2 Orbiter Propellant Storage and Thermal Conditioning Concept Selection -
Following selection of the constant density propellant flow control scheme, candi-
date propellant storage and thermal conditioning options were compared. To
provide valid comparisons, each subsystem concept was weight-optimized on the
5-10
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basis of engine chamber pressure, mixture ratio, nozzle expansion ratio, and main
engine tank pressures, then analyzed to determine sensitivity to engine thrust and
mission total impulse. Results of these subsystem weight optimizations and sen"
sitivity analyses are presented in Appendix F, along with detailed subsystem
schematics. These data permitted quantitative comparison of propellant storage
and thermal conditioning concepts. Summaries of detailed concept comparisons are
tabulated in Figures 5"10 through 5"13 for orbiters A and B, at both low (+X axis
maneuvers <10 ft/sec) and intermediate (+X avis maneuvers < 50 ft/sec) mission
velocity levels.
Based on these comparisons, a specific propellant storage and thermal con"
ditioning concept was recommended for each orbiter and mission velocity require"
ment.
Referring to Figures 5"10 and 5"11 for orbiter A, and Figures 5"12 and 5"13
for orbiter B, it is seen that the liquid storage concept offered a clear advan"
tage in all categories of comparison, with the exception of technology requirements
for the low maneuver level mission, and was an obvious selection for the orbiters
at both low and intermediate mission velocity levels.
The choice among candidate thermal conditioning assemblies was less obvious
than that for the propellant storage state, particularly for intermediate maneuver
level missions. Figures 5"10 and 5"12 (for low maneuver level missions) demonstrate
the advantages of passive conditioning in the categories of technology, simplicity,
and subsystem weight. In terms of subsystem technology, the passive concept
possessed a clear advantage, since the heat exchanger was designed to accomodate
only a single low temperature fluid. Furthermore, subsystem start"up sequencing
was simpler and there were fewer assembly components. These factors were judged to
override reduced environmental sensitivity and non"integrated subsystem testing
afforded by the active concept. For intermediate maneuver level missions
(Figures 5"11 and 5"13 for orbiters A and B, respectively) passive conditioning
simplicity was compromised by additional integration complexity caused by the
larger heat exchanger surface area. In addition, the design was more sensitive
both to maximum velocity increment and to time required for vehicle surface
temperature recovery. Based on these considerations, active and passive condition"
ing concepts were rated essentially even for intermediate maneuver level missions
with the active conditioning concept possessing a slight point advantage due to
ease of vehicle integration.
5"14
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Propellant storage and thermal conditioning options were not compared for
high maneuver level missions, wherein all translational maneuvers were performed
by the APS, since studies of Appendix С showed a large advantage in favor of
liquid storage and active thermal conditioning for this mission.
5.3 Baseline Subsystems " Based on the foregoing concept comparison and
selection, recommended baseline subsystems were defined and are shown schematically
in Figures 5"14 through 5"16. Component redundancy was incorporated to comply with
mission failure constraints, which specify that the APS be fully operational after
one component failure and provide a safe reentry after two component failures.
Orbiter APS design characteristics and weight breakdowns are tabulated in Figures
5"17 through 5"22 for all three mission velocity levels. Similar data for the
booster are presented in Figures 5"23. In addition, substantiation of subsystem
performance is provided by Figures 5"24 through 5"31, which show histories for
main engine tank pressure, engine thrust, and mixture ratio during simulated mission
duty cycles. (Off"design mixture ratio and thrust excursions, which occurred in
the orbiter low and intermediate velocity level missions, resulted when tank
о •
pressure decayed below the design regulator outlet pressure of 20 Ib/in a.) Finally,
each candidate orbiter subsystem was analyzed to determine sensitivity to changes
in vehicle design and mission requirements. This ensured that recommended concept
selections would not be invalidated by later vehicle changes. The possible changes
investigated were:
1) eliminating the fail"operational reliability requirement
2) doubling the attitude acceleration requirements
3) allowing no engine penetration of the heat shield
4) reducing main engine tank pressure, and
5) eliminating main engine tank residual liquids available for APS usage.
The effect of these alternate constraints on subsystem design is tabulated in
Figure 5"32. Subsystem linear weight sensitivities to these alternate constraints
are presented in Figures 5"33 and 5"34 for orbiters A and B, respectively. These
results indicated recommended baseline selections were valid over the expected
range of shuttle design and mission requirement variations.
5"19
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Numerous conceptual low pressure APS candidates were evaluated for the two
space shuttle configurations defined in Appendix A. The number of potential
candidates was reduced through prerequisite screening studies, and the remaining
concepts compared by applying a common set of criteria consistent with space
shuttle goals and constraints. This resulted in identification of recommended
baseline subsystems for each of two boosters and orbiters. Only one mission time-
line was considered for the booster vehicles, while three distinct timelines were
considered for the orbiters, depending upon the number of +X maneuvers performed
by the APS.
The most important result of booster analysis was that mission total impulse
requirements could be satisfied entirely using residual gaseous propellants con-
tained in the main engine tanks following boost. This eliminated the requirement
for both a propellant storage and a propellant thermal conditioning assembly. In
addition, it was found that satisfactory engine performance could be achieved by
allowing the subsystem to operate in a blowdown mode without exercising any control
over engine injector inlet pressure or temperature.
For orbiter missions it was found that additional propellant (separate from
the residual propellant contained in the main engine tanks) was required to satisfy
APS impulse demands. Storage of this additional propellant as a liquid in separate,
nonrefillable tanks provided the simplest design and was considered superior to
supercritical storage or integral storage with QMS propellant. Moreover, with only
one exception, it was found that thermal conditioning of propellant supplied to
the main engine tanks was necessary to maintain tank pressure and temperature
above the minimum limits required for reliable engine operation. The exception was
the minimum AV mission (i.e., +X Axis maneuvers £10 ft/sec) for shuttle A orbiter,
where it was found that injecting unconditioned liquid hydrogen into the main
engine tank maintained acceptable pressures and temperatures. In all other minimum
AV mission cases, propellant thermal conditioning was best achieved by using pas-
sive heat sink heat exchangers. However, due to prohibitive vehicle surface
area requirements for the passive heat exchanger, an active heat exchanger/gas
generator thermal conditioning assembly was preferred for maximum AV mission (in
which all vehicle maneuvers are performed by the APS). For the intermediate AV
mission (i.e., +X axis maneuvers £50 ft/sec) the passive and active heat exchanger
6-1
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concepts were equally competitive. The active approach was rated slightly more
attractive, however, because of its weight advantage, reduced environmental sensi"
tivity, and nonintegrated subsystem test requirements.
Minimum orbiter APS weight and maximum mission flexibility were achieved by
supplying propellant to the engines at constant density, enabling the engines to
operate at constant thrust, and mixture ratio during major burns. This was
achieved by employing a liquid/vapor mixing chamber in the main propellant feedline
where liquid propellant was mixed with gaseous propellant withdrawn from the main
engine tanks. Both liquid and vapor flows were regulated to constant pressure
prior to mixing, and liquid flowrate was throttled as required to maintain constant
mixer outlet temperature. This approach allowed the engine to operate at optimum
design conditions for most of the mission, and reduced thermal conditioning assem"
bly flow and energy requirements.
Primary technology issues pertaining to low pressure APS are summarized in
Figures 6"1 through 6"6, and were recommended for additional in"depth study dur"
ing Subtask B. With regard to engine assemblies major emphasis should be placed on
minimizing chamber and valve weight. Additional design studies are required for
propellant storage to ensure performance of tank insulation following repeated vent
and repressurization cycles, and to devise a surface tension screen propellant
acquisition device which can be tested in a 1 g environment. In the area of pro"
pellant thermal conditioning, the optimal location for a passive heat"sink type heat
exchanger requires better definition (i.e., vehicle fuselage, wings, or main engine
propellant tanks). The efficiency with which heat may be delivered from a passive
heat exchanger to the propellant fluid should be established, since not all of the
incident radiant energy or sink material internal energy can be usefully employed.
Also pertinent to the study of propellant thermal conditioning are main engine
tank thermodynamics. Alternate schemes should be investigated to achieve greater
use of residual liquid propellant, and nonequilibrium effects such as propellant
stratification should be studied to determine their effect on thermal conditioning
assembly flow and energy requirements. Finally, in the area of propellant flow
control, mixing chamber design requirements (i.e., injector orifice size, spray
pattern, mixing length) and control requirements (liquid throttling, regulator
location, and instrumentation) should be determined.
6"2
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APPENDIX A: SPACE SHUTTLE DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
A"l. INTRODUCTION
This appendix describes space shuttle configurations and mission requirements
used as a basis for Subtask A Auxiliary Propulsion Subsystem (APS) design defini"
tion studies. These shuttle configurations and requirements were selected by the
NASA to represent a broad range of shuttle design approaches and were therefore
incorporated as part of the contract statement of work (SOW). Two baseline space
shuttles were considered (Shuttle A and B), each consisting of reusable booster
and orbiter stages. Shuttle A orbiter had a low cross"range capability, and was
designed to reenter at a high angle of attack to minimize vehicle heating rates
and temperatures. Shuttle В orbiter had a high cross"range capability and was
designed for good hypersonic flight performance. Presented in the following
paragraphs are overall vehicle/mission requirements, subsystem and component de"
sign criteria, and baseline shuttle configurations and characteristics. Two
deviations from the requirements of this appendix were made with the consent of
the NASA technical director:
(1) Engine locations were modified to minimize control axis cross"
coupling in the event one or two engines failed closed.
(2) The same thrust level was employed for all engines to minimize
development requirements.
A"l
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A-2. MISSION/SHUTTLE REQUIREMENTS
Mission characteristics applicable to both shuttles are shown in Figure A-l.
The reference mission used for the Subtask A APS study was the logistics resupply
of a space station or space base. The reference orbit was a 270 nautical mile
circular orbit with a 55 degree inclination. Mission timelines for the space
station/base logistics mission are presented in Figures A-2 and A-3 for the or-
biters, and Figures A-4 and A-5 for the boosters. These timelines provide data on
the range ofДV requirements and the vehicle attitude limits for nominal missions.
Whereas only a single mission timeline was specified for the boosters, three dis"
tinct timelines were specified for the orbiters, corresponding to the number of
+X axis maneuvers to be performed by the APS. The three orbiter APS maneuver
levels considered were:
(1) APS satisfies all maneuver requirements except +X maneuvers greater
than 10 ft/sec.
(2) APS satisfies all maneuver requirements except +X maneuvers greater
than 50 ft/sec.
(3) APS satisfies all maneuver requirements.
The first two options predicate use of a separate orbit maneuver subsystem
(QMS) to provide the additional required maneuver A V. Limit cycle A V was deter"
mined by applying the minimum impulse bit/thrust correlation of Figure 3"8 of
this report in conjunction with the control deadband requirements of Figures A"2
and A"4. Additional A V requirements for attitude maneuvers not specified in the
mission timelines, were 10 ft/sec for the orbiters and 4 ft/sec for the boosters.
Maneuver acceleration requirements for both the orbiters and boosters are tabulated
in Figures A"6 and A"7, respectively.
A"2
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A-3. SUBSYSTEM/COMPONENT DESIGN CRITERIA
The APS is constrained to operate for a minimum of 100 mission cycles over
an eight year period without major overhaul or refurbishment. Additionally, the
APS must fail operational after failure of any critical component, and after the
second failure must provide safe operation for crew survival. Specific criteria
applied to APS design are summarized below:
(1) A material ultimate factor of 2.0 was applied to stresses resulting
from pressure conditions, separate from other loads.
(2) No propellant reserve was added to that estimated to be consumed in a
mission cycle.
(3) Fluid line sizes were selected on the basis of design velocities that
resulted in acceptable compromise between the excessive pressure drop
produced by small diameter tubing and the weight and cost of large
diameter tubing. Gas velocities were limited to Mach 0.3 or less.
(4) Flight components were limited to those required for flight operations,
except for components required for on-board checkout and servicing.
Component integration, packaging, and simplicity of checkout ware
considered where advantages in maintainability, serviceability, re-
placeability, weight and cost could be realized.
(5) Provisions for ease of inspection, servicing and maintenance were
incorporated in the subsystems and component design to meet the short
turn-around and launch preparation requirement.
A-14
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A-4. SHUTTLE CHARACTERISTICS
A-4.1 Characteristics of Shuttle A - Shuttle A has two reusable stages with
fixed low-sweep wings and similar aerodynamic shapes. The vehicle is configured
for vertical takeoff with the orbiter mounted forward on the booster and with the
booster and orbiter engines operated sequentially. Total liftoff weight is ap-
proximately 3,384,000 pounds with a payload capability of 49,000 pounds up and
25,000 pounds down. Booster/orbiter separation at staging is accomplished by
firing a pyrotechnic thruster having a 0.5 foot stroke. The separation rates are
controlled by the booster and orbiter auxiliary propulsion subsystem with the
booster auxiliary propulsion subsystem also assisting in translational separation.
The auxiliary propulsion subsystems on both the booster and orbiter utilize engines
burning gaseous hydrogen and oxygen.
Payload is contained within a compartment 15 feet in diameter by 60 feet long.
The compartment is exposed by opening clamshell doors on the upper surface of the
orbiter. The payload module then pivots forward on a hinge for docking to the
space station/base.
To limit shuttle heating rates and temperatures on reentry, a high angle of
attack (60 deg) with high lift coefficient and low lift loading is used for re-
entering. Both stages must cruise back to a horizontal land landing after reentry.
Turbojet engines are used to provide the cruise thrust. Both stages are configured
to provide a high subsonic lift to drag ratio for conventional landing attitudes
and low landing speeds. Takeoff and self-flight-ferry will be used for earth trans-
port.
Detailed configurational and design data for the booster stage are presented
in Figures A-8 through A-13. Similar data for the orbiter stage are provided in
Figures A-14 through A-20.
A-4.2 Characteristics of Shuttle В " Shuttle В is a two"stage, fully"
reusable, fixed"geometry configuration which is launched vertically and lands
horizontally. The two stages are fired sequentially to inject the payload into
orbit. The total lift"off weight is approximately 3,500,000 Ib. The first
stage is a two"bodied configuration whose aerodynamic characteristics provide a
high subsonic L/D for fly back, and provides a low attitude at landing. The
stage is capable of takeoff and self"flight without modification.
A"15
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NOTES 1. The forward n e g a t uc p i t c h engines arc crmted outboard 45 deg to l i m n plume i inpn.go
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ORBITER APS ENGINE LOCATIONS FIGURE A.16
A.24
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The second stage is characterized by fixed wing geometry providing good land-
ing characteristics and good hypersonic characteristics for cross range capability.
The two stages are separated during boost phase via translation engines mounted
on the booster stage. Orbiter stage ignition is initiated at separation. The
booster APS separation engines provide 300,000 Ib-sec impulse such that after ap-
proximately two seconds from initiation of separation the physical separation of
the two stages is sufficient to prevent plume impingement on the booster.
Detailed configurations! and design data for the booster stage are presented
in Figures A-21 through A-25. Similar data for the orbiter stage are provided in
Figures A-26 through A-31.
A-29


































































































APS MINIMUM THRUST LEVELS ! V E J M C I!L В ! BOOSTER
FIGURE A.22
A.31
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MASS CHARACTERISTICS VEHICLE В ! BOOSTER
Volume, ft3
Pressurization Band, psia




































RESIDUAL PROPELLANTS UPSTREAM OF MAIN ENGINE
VALVES AT BURNOUT ! VEHICLE В ! BOOSTER FIGURE A.24
A.33






































Station — Distance along X!axis, ft
Position — Angular position looking in the +X direction, ref: Zero degrees
at top
A.34
EXTERNAL SURFACE HEATING ENVIRONMENT
VEHICLE В ! BOOSTER
FIGURE A.25
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APS MINIMUM THRUST LEVELS ! VEHICLE В ! ORBITER
FIGURE A.27
A.36
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MASS CHARACTERISTICS VEHICLE В ! ORBITER
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FIGURE A.29
A.38
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EXTERNAL SURFACE HEATING ENVIRONMENT
VEHICLE В ! ORBITER
FIGURE A.30
A.39
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EXTERNAL SURFACE HEATING ENVIRONMENT
VEHICLE В ! ORBITER
~ 500 ° R Nominal After Long Soak in Orbit
~ 700 ° R for 1 Hour During Reentry
INTERNAL HEATING ENVIRONMENT
VEHICLE В — ORBITER
FIGURE A!31
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Since low pressure APS engine weight and performance are sensitive to thrust
level, chamber pressure, and expansion ratio, space shuttle APS configuration
analyses were conducted to establish APS engine locations compatible with vehicle
geometry constraints, and providing the best compromise between control moment
arms (thrust level), and propellant feedline lengths (chamber pressure). These
analyses enabled a realistic assessment of engine weight and performance based on
available subsystem pressure budget and engine length, thus permitting valid sub"
system weight definitions for comparison of candidate APS concepts. Presented in
the following paragraphs are a definition of APS installations selected for the
low pressure APS Subtask A studies, a brief description of engine operational
logic, and results of engine/shuttle vehicle installation studies which established
engine expansion ratio (length) constraints.
B"l
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B"2. APS INSTALLATIONS
APS installations selected for subtask A study are illustrated in Figures B"l
and B"2 for orbiters A and B, and in Figures B"3 and B"4 for boosters A and B. As
shown in Figure B"l, orbiter A APS engines were installed in four modules to take
advantage of maximum available moment arms. Fore and aft modules provided both
pitch and yaw attitude control, as well as Y and Z axis translation. Wing mounted
modules provided both roll and X axis translation. In order to minimize propellant
distribution network weight, engine feedlines were manifolded to existing main
engine pressurization lines. In the orbiter В installation (Figure B"2), engines
were grouped in fore and aft engine modules only. Wing"tip modules for this
vehicle configuration were not attractive because of excessive oxygen feedline
lengths. To conserve feedline pressure drop, APS engines for both boosters were
grouped in fore"body modules as shown in Figures B"3 and B"4. As for orbiter A,
engine feedlines for orbiter В and both boosters were manifolded to existing main
engine pressurization lines to minimize feedline weight. Available control moment
arms for these engine module locations are defined in Figures B"5 through B"8.
Applying available moment arms, total engine thrust levels were calculated
consistent with translational and angular acceleration requirements tabulated in
Figures B"9 and B"10 for the orbiters and boosters, respectively. Individual
engine thrust levels were the same in all axes to minimize development requirements.
In every case, nominal minimum acceleration levels were achieved with all engines
firing and minimum acceleration levels were provided with two engines failed. This
is illustrated by the engine operational logic presented in Figures B"ll through
B"14.
Optimum APS engine expansion ratios were determined from subsystem design and
weight sensitivity studies presented in Appendix F. Optimum engine expansion ratio
for both boosters was 2.0. For the orbiter low velocity missions (+X axis maneu"
vers <_ 10 ft/sec) optimum expansion ratio was 8.0; however, for intermediate and
high velocity missions (+X axis maneuvers _<_ 50 ft/sec, and all +X axis maneuvers),
an expansion ratio of 10.0 was found to be optimum. These values were compared
against vehicle and tankage mold"line4 to assess compatibility with available
envelopes. Results are shown by the engine length/expansion ratio plot of
Figure B"15. As shown, yaw axis control engines of orbiter B, and roll axis
engines of orbiter A, were restricted to less than optimum expansion ratios.
B"2
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TOTAL THRUST LEVEL PER AXIS CALCULATED TO PROVIDE ON!ORBIT REQUIREMENTS
NUMBER OF ENGINES AND THRUST LEVEL CALCULATED TO PROVIDE:
. NOMINAL MINIMUM ACCELERATION WITH ALL ENGINES FIRING
. MINIMUM ACCELERATION WITH TOO ENGINES OUT
MINIMUM NUMBER OF ENGINES SELECTED (MINIMUM WEIGHT).
GROUND RULES FOR ORBITER ENGINE SIZING
FIGURE В.9
B.ll
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NUMBER OF ENGINES AND THRUST LEVEL CALCULATED TO PROVIDE:
. NOMINAL MINIMUM ACCELERATION WITH ALL ENGINES FIRING
. MINIMUM ACCELERATION WITH TWO ENGINES OUT
BEST COMPROMISE OF NUMBER OF ENGINES AND THRUST LEVEL SELECTED (MINIMUM I/EIGHT)
GROUND RULES FOR BOOSTER ENGINE SIZING
FIGURE B"10
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ORBITER Б ENGINE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE
B!14
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Subsystem weight penalties associated with these expansion ratio restrictions were
minor as shown by the bar graph of Figure B"15. For the remaining orbiter control
axes and both boosters, optimum engine expansion ratios were compatible with vehicle
and tankage envelopes.
Using results of the analyses presented above, realistic engine weights and
performance levels were determined for each of the space shuttle boosters and
orbiters, applying the data of Appendix D. These engine weights, and impulsive
propellant requirements calculated using the delivered performance levels, were
employed for quantitative comparisons of candidate low pressure APS concepts.
B"18
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APPENDIX С
APS CONCEPT SCREENING STUDIES
C"l. INTRODUCTION
Preliminary mission simulations for space shuttle orbiter and booster APS
yielded three fundamental results:
(1) To satisfy orbiter APS total impulse requirements, supplementary propel"
lant, in addition to residual propellant left in main engine tanks
following boost, would be required.
(2) To maintain acceptable propellant feed pressures and temperatures in
the orbiter APS, thermal conditioning of resupply propellant injected
into the main engine tanks would be required except for APS with very
low total impulse requirements.
(3) To satisfy booster APS mission total impulse required use of boost
residual propellant vapor, only, and supplementary APS propellant
would not be required.
These results enabled definition of basic assemblies required for a low pressure
APS as illustrated in Figure C"l for the orbiters and boosters. At the start of
the Subtask A study, various design alternatives were considered for each of the
required subsystem assemblies (propellant storage, thermal conditioning, and pro"
pellant flow control). Alternate assembly concepts were screened to identify
those high"value assembly concepts deserving further analysis and comparison. Pre"
sented in this appendix are a description of the various assembly concepts consid"
ered, and the screening studies performed to reduce the number of candidate assem"
bly concepts.
C"l

































FUNDAMENTAL LOW PRESSURE APS CONCEPTS
FIGURE C"l
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С"2. ASSEMBLY DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
Various design alternatives were considered for orbiter APS propellant stor"
age, thermal conditioning, and propellant flow control functions. The booster
APS, on the other hand, did not require main engine tank propellant resupply so
only flow control design alternatives had to be considered. Analyses performed
to compare various assembly design alternatives, and selections for further study,
are described below.
C"2.1 Orbiter Propellant Storage " Design alternatives for propellant stor"
age state, propellant pressurization, and APS/OMS propellant integration were
investigated and compared.
Design Alternatives " Both liquid and supercritical propellant storage assem"
blies were considered. Liquid storage was attractive because it offered light
weight tankage, but had the disadvantage of a required propellant positioning
assembly. Propellant storage in the supercritical state eliminated the need for
positioning, but because of higher operating pressures, required significantly
heavier tanks. To compare the two storage approaches it was necessary to estab"
lish weight and design models that would allow a realistic assessment of their
merit. The design alternatives together with the rationale leading to selection
of the tank models are provided in the following paragraphs.
Various liquid tankage concepts are illustrated in Figure C"2. Each concept
employs an aluminum storage vessel protected by high performance insulation (HPI)
to minimize liquid vaporization and associated propellant vent losses. A screen
surface tension device is employed for propellant acquisition. The HPI is sealed
using either a flexible or hard outer cover to prevent moisture condensation and/or
cryopumping of HPI during ground operations. Cooling tubes are contained between
the cover and tank walls to absorb incoming heat. In operation, a small amount of
propellant is bled from the storage tank, throttled to saturation condition and
passed through the cooling tubes where incoming heat is absorbed through vaporiza"
tion.
Concepts employing flexible covers provided minimum weight but greatest sus"
ceptibility to insulation crushing from multiple pressure cycling or handling
loads. Concepts employing hard outer covers minimized risk of insulation damage,
but were heavier, especially for an aluminum outer shell. The liquid tankage con"
cept selected for later tankage screening and integration studies employed a
fiberglass outer shell, which was pressurized during ascent to orbit, evacuated
G"3
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on orbit, and repressurized during reentry to minimize shell weight. This concept
provided the best compromise between weight and development risk. (Corresponding
oxygen and hydrogen tank weights for this concept are given in Figure C"3 as a
function of both propellant weight and tank pressure.) Two liquid tank pressuri"
zation concepts (illustrated in Figure C"4) were considered in the later screening
and integration studies: conventional cold gas helium pressurization, with helium
bottles installed in the propellant tanks to reduce bottle size; and autogeneous
pressurization, wherein warm propellant gas is tapped from main engine tanks and
compressed to required ullage pressure.
Supercritical propellant storage was also attractive because propellant is
stored in a single phase eliminating need for a propellant acquisition device. A
typical storage concept is analyzed in Figure С"5. (The HPI thermal protection
concept is the same as that selected for liquid storage.) Propellant is stored
о
initially at pressures above the critical point (188 lb /in a for hydrogen and
2
730 lb /in a for oxygen) at low temperature (high density) to conserve tank volume.
As propellant is withdrawn, energy is added to remaining propellant to sustain
tank pressure. This, in turn, increases the temperature (reduces density) of the
remaining fluid throughout the expulsion process. A typical expulsion process is
illustrated on the oxygen pressure"enthalpy diagram of Figure С"5. The low final
propellant density attained at end of expulsion minimizes the amount of residual
propellant, promoting good propellant expulsion efficiency. In the example of
Figure C"5, energy for heating remaining propellant is derived from hot gas gen"
erator exhaust gases. Since gas generator propellant demands increase with rising
final propellant tank temperatures, a trade"off between gas generator propellant
requirements and tank residual propellant was conducted to determine optimum final
tank temperatures. Results, shown in Figure С"5, provided minimum propellant
losses at final tank temperatures of 100 R and 500 R for hydrogen and oxygen,
respectively.
Various alternatives for adding energy to maintain supercritical tank pres"
sures are illustrated and compared in Figure С"6. Each approach uses an active
heat exchanger/gas generator assembly to provide required thermal energy. Con"
cepts using an in"tank heat exchanger were particularly heavy. This result was
caused by low convective heat transfer coefficients between the heat exchanger and
supercritical fluid, which necessitated large heat exchanger surface areas. Better
thermal efficiency and lower assembly weights were achieved with external heat
exchangers, using pumps to provide high fluid velocities and correspondingly high
С"5
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heat transfer coefficients. The concept selected for later screening and inte"
gration studies employs an external heat exchanger/gas generator circuit, in which
auxiliary propellant is tapped from the supercritical storage tank, heated to pre"
scribed temperature, pumped to a higher pressure, and cycled back into the storage
vessel. This approach provided reasonable weight, eliminated any explosion hazard
from gas generator exhaust products and allowed the pump to operate at constant
fluid inlet density.
Various APS/OMS propellant integration options considered for both liquid and
supercritical storage are shown in Figure C"7. Concepts considered for liquid
storage included:
(1) fully integrated tankage with common APS/OMS propellant acquisition
(2) completely separate, nonrefillable APS tanks
(3) combined, nonrefillable tankage, with APS tanks mounted inside OMS tanks
(4) separate, refillable APS tanks to minimize tank size, and
(5) combined refillable APS tankage
Since the baseline OMS employed liquid propellant storage, only two integration
concepts were considered for supercritical storage " separate nonrefillable tank"
age and separate refillable tankage in which liquid supplied from the OMS tank is
pumped to supercritical storage pressures for APS refill.
Concept Screening " Design alternatives (presented above) were compared to
define the most attractive APS/OMS integration options for both liquid and super"
critical storage, and to identify the best liquid propellant pressurization scheme.
Comparisons were made using shuttle A orbiter requirements tabulated in Figure C"8
for three distinct mission velocity levels:
(1) all translation maneuvers
(2) all translation maneuvers except those in the +X direction greater than
50 ft/sec
(3) all translation maneuvers except those in the 4"Х direction greater than
10 ft/sec
As shown in Figure C"8, APS mission total impulse ranged from approximately Ш to
14M Ib"sec, depending upon maneuver velocity allocation between APS and OMS. APS
propellant tank sizes for refillable tankage concepts were based on a reentry total
impulse requirement of 420,690 Ib"sec, for the low velocity mission (+X axis
maneuvers £10 ft/sec); and the maximum impulse between major burns (1,720,000
Ib-sec) for the intermediate velocity mission (4"Х axis maneuvers £50 ft/sec).
The minimum number of APS tank refills was determined by dividing total APS mission
C-10
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propellant weight by propellant weight required for these impulse levels. For
separate and combined tankage configurations, APS total impulse included an allo"
cation of 30,000 Ib"sec per maneuver for settling liquid propellant in the QMS.
QMS propellant requirements included 144 Ib of propellant for each OMS engine
start to fill engine supply lines. Assumed engine performance and nominal propel"
lant tank operating pressures are provided in Figure С"9. OMS engine performance
values were bases on the Pratt and Whitney RL10A3"3 engine.
To ensure fair and valid comparisons, storage concepts were assessed on the
basis of weight and volume (25 points), mission flexibility (25 points), tech"
nology requirements (20 points), design simplicity (15 points), and development
requirements (15 points). These criteria and weighting were further subdivided
into the specific areas summarized in Figure С"10.
Total APS/OMS weights for liquid APS storage are compared in Figures С"11
and С"12 for oxygen and hydrogen, respectively. These weights include the effect
of APS/OMS mixture ratio differences, which provided overall mission mixture ratios
of 4.7 for low maneuver level mission (+X axis maneuvers £10 ft/sec), 4.4 for
intermediate maneuver level mission (+X axis maneuvers £50 ft/sec), and 3.0 for
high maneuver level mission. As shown in Figure С"11, weight variation among
liquid oxygen storage concepts was very slight. However, from Figure С"12 it is
seen that autogenous pressurization of liquid hydrogen tanks provided significant
weight advantage.
Detailed ratings of alternate APS/OMS integration and pressurization options
for liquid storage are shown in Figures С"13 through С"15 (for the three orbiter
mission velocity levels). For liquid oxygen, autogenous pressurization was penal"
ized because tight control over tank liquid/vapor heat and mass transfer processes
must be exercised to prevent excessive vent losses and/or detrimental interaction
with the screen propellant acquisition device. For this reason, cold gas helium
pressurization was preferred for liquid oxygen storage.
For liquid hydrogen, however, autogenous pressurization possessed a large
weight advantage and was favored over helium pressurization. Comparative ratings
among APS/OMS integration options were more competitive than for the pressuriza"
tion concepts; therefore selection of a preferred approach was more difficult.
Separate nonrefillable tankage was preferred for both oxygen and hydrogen, pri"
marily because of subsystem integration simplicity and fewer technological require"
ments associated with propellant acquisition (moderate screen sizes and no refill
requirement).
С"13
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POINTS
TECHNOLOGY (20%)
- PROPELLANT ACQUISITION 10
- REUSABLE INSULATION 5
- ON-ORBIT PROPELLANT TRANSFER (TANK REFILL) 3
- PRESSURIZATION 2
SIMPLICITY (15%)
- NUMBER OF COMPONENTS 5
- OPERATIONAL COMPLEXITY 5
- SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION COMPLEXITY 3
- CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 2
WEIGHT AND VOLUME (25%) 25
MISSION FLEXIBILITY (25%)
- OPERATING CONSTRAINTS 10
- SENSITIVITY TO MAX AV INCREMENTS 5
- SENSITIVITY TO TOTAL IMPULSE 5
- SENSITIVITY TO THRUST 5
DEVELOPMENT (15%)
- ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION 6
- INTEGRATED TEST REQUIREMENTS б
" FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 3
TOTAL 100
E V A L U A T I O N C R I T E R I A
FIGURE C"10
C"15
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Total APS/OMS tankage weights of supercritical propellant storage concepts
are compared in Figure C"16 for both low and intermediate maneuver level missions.
Because of reduced tank volume, refillable APS tankage concepts offered a signifi"
cant weight advantage. Detailed ratings of supercritical storage concepts for
both mission velocity levels are tabulated in Figure C"17. The nonrefillable con"
cepts were rated superior in every category except weight. Thus, despite the
large weight advantage associated with refillable tankage, the nonrefillable con"
cept was preferred by a slight margin for the low maneuver level mission. How"
ever, at intermediate velocity levels, this weight advantage was overriding, and
the refillable tankage concept was selected. Supercritical storage was not con"
sidered competitive with liquid storage for the high velocity level mission, due
to excessive weight penalty. This is illustrated by Figure C"18, which compares
liquid and supercritical APS storage weights for separate nonrefillable tanks,
and shows the weight penalty would be in excess of 10K Ib.
Based on these concept screening studies, both liquid and supercritical pro"
pellant storage were considered competitive for low and intermediate velocity
level missions, whereas only liquid storage was considered attractive for the high
velocity mission. These concepts, selected for further evaluation in Subtask A
study, are illustrated in Figure С"19. The selected liquid storage concept
employed separate, nonrefillable propellant tanks. Cold gas, helium pressuriza"
tion was selected for liquid oxygen, and autogenous pressurization for liquid
hydrogen. For the supercritical storage concept, separate nonrefillable tanks
were employed for the low velocity mission, while separate refillable tanks were
preferred for intermediate velocity levels.
C"2.2 Qrbiter Propellant Thermal Conditioning " Preliminary evaluations of
the three orbiter A mission duty cycles revealed that propellant supplied to the
main engine tanks must be thermally conditioned in order to maintain satisfactory
propellant feed pressures and temperatures. This is illustrated by orbiter A main
engine tank pressure profiles for the largest +X maneuver in each of the three mis"
sion velocity levels (Figure C"20). As an example, for a velocity change of 50
ft/sec, the hydrogen supply must be superheated to approximately 200 R to main"
2
tain tank pressure above 20 Ib/in a. Energy required for superheating could be
supplied either actively (using a gas generator/heat exchanger assembly) or pas"
sively (using a heat sink type heat exchanger). These two approaches are illus"
trated in Figure С"21 and the analytical models used to compare approaches are
described in the following paragraphs.
С"21
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APS PROPELLANT STORAGE ASSEMBLY WEIGHT SENSITIVITY
FIGURE C.18
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The active heat exchanger design was a helical tube and shell configuration,
using bipropellant gas generator exhaust products as the thermal energy source.
Gas generator temperature was limited to 2000 R to promote long service life. To
ensure that water vapor contained in the exhaust products would not freeze in the
vent line, the heat exchanger hot side outlet temperature was limited to 900 R.
Therefore, energy available for superheating main engine tank resupply propellant
was the enthalpy difference between gas generator products entering the heat
exchanger at 2000 R, and leaving the heat exchanger at 900 R. Applying this
enthalpy difference, the gas generator propellant requirement for conditioning
main engine tank resupply (for the example of Figure C"21) was approximately 15
percent of total APS engine flow. Active heat exchanger/gas generator weights
were computed using parametric data of Appendix D.
The passive heat exchanger concept selected for Subtask A study employed a
number of straight tubes mounted to the inside surface of the vehicle skin (Fig"
ure C"21). Thus, the energy required for heating main engine tank resupply pro"
pellant was derived from the internal energy (mass and heat capacity) of both the
vehicle skin and heat exchanger tubing and the radiant solar energy flux incident
on the vehicle external surface. Heat exchanger surface area requirements were
calculated to determine their compatibility with available vehicle surface area.
The primary assumptions made for these calculations were:
2
(1) incident radiant solar energy flux equaled 110 Btu/hr"ft (which is a
conservative average value for low earth orbit)
(2) vehicle skin and heat exchanger tubing temperatures recovered fully
between APS maneuver burns.
The calculated heat exchanger surface areas for both orbiters A and В are
compared with available vehicle areas in Figure C"22. The required number of heat
exchanger tubes was determined based on a tube diameter of 0.325 in and a tube
spacing of 2.0 in. This diameter provided an exit Mach number of 0.3 at the
required exit propellant temperature. Passive heat exchanger tubing weights were
then estimated assuming aluminum tubing having a minimum gage thickness of 0.022
in.
Curves for conditioning assembly weight presented in Figure C"21 compare
active conditioning penalty (gas generator propellant requirement plus heat
exchanger and gas generator weight) with passive heat exchanger tubing weight.
C"28
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As shown, both active and passive concepts were weight competitive for low
(AV <_10 ft/sec) and intermediate (AV £50 ft/sec) mission velocity levels. For
the all- maneuver APS mission, however, passive conditioning weight was
prohibitive. Weight penalty for the active approach can be reduced if a pro-
pulsive vent of the gas generator exhaust products is employed during 4"Х axis
maneuver burns. From the example given in Figure C"23, it is seen that gas
generator propellant requirements can be reduced by approximately 2, 11 and 19
percent for low, intermediate and high mission velocity levels. Based on these
comparative weights, both active and passive thermal conditioning concepts were
selected for further investigation at low and intermeditate velocity levels
during Subtask A. However, due to the passive concept's excessive weight
penalty only active thermal conditioning was considered practical for the high
velocity level mission.
C.2.3 Propellant Flow Control " Results of parametric APS engine perfor"
mance studies (Figures C"24 and C"25) showed significant thrust and mixture ratio
sensitivity to engine inlet pressure and temperature. For the purpose of pre"
venting excessive thrust and mixture ratio excursions during orbiter and booster
APS missions, alternate propellant flow control schemes were investigated.
Orbiter " During Subtask A study, four primary flow control concepts
evolved for the orbiter, each providing progressively more accurate control of
engine thrust and mixture ratio. These include:
(1) engine tank mass addition
(2) main engine tank mass addition with differential pressure regulators
in individual engine feedlines.
(3) mass addition with main supply line pressure regulator, and
(A) mass addition with both a main supply line pressure regulator and a
liquid/vapor mixing chamber.
Illustrations of these four control concepts are presented in Figure C"26.
In the mass addition approach, main engine tank pressure was allowed to decay to
a prescribed level, at which time thermally conditioned resupply propellant was
injected into the tanks. With resupply only, loose control was exercised over main
engine tank pressure and temperature. Typical operating characteristics of this
approach are shown in Figure C"27 for an orbiter A velocity change of 50 ft/sec.
As shown, engine thrust and mixture ratio variation were substantial.
In the second control concept, oxygen and hydrogen pressure at the engine
C"30
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inlet were allowed to vary, but were maintained to a constant differential press-
ure by regulators on each engine. Operating characteristics for this differential
regulator concept are presented in Figure C-28. As shown, relatively constant
engine mixture ratio was achieved; however, engine thrust varied over a wide
range since no control other than mass addition was exercised over main supply
line propellant pressure (flow rate).
In the third concept, a main supply line pressure regulator provided inlet
pressure control. As shown in Figure C-29, this provided relatively tight control
of both thrust and mixture ratio. Slight variations which did result were caused
by propellant temperature fluctuations as propellant was withdrawn from main
engine tanks.
Most precise control of engine thrust and mixture ratio was achieved with the
fourth approach by incorporating a propellant mixing chamber adjacent to the main
supply line regulator. Typical operating characteristics for this last approach
are shown in Figure C-30. During operation, gaseous propellant was withdrawn
from main engine tanks, regulated to required feed pressure, and mixed with liquid
propellant supplied directly from APS storage tanks. By throttling liquid flow-
rate, constant mixer outlet temperature was maintained. This was the most complex
of the control concepts considered but energy requirements for the thermal condit-
ioning assembly were minimized, since tank outflow and resupply rates were lower
conpared with other control concepts. Therefore, heat exchanger length and tubing
diameter for both active and passive conditioning concepts were reduced, and gas
generator propellant demands were reduced for the active concept.
Each of these four control concepts were considered viable orbiter candidates
and were investigated in greater depth during subsequent Subtask A studies. This
further study, described in the body of this report, identified the most attract-
ive concept in terms of weight, mission flexibility, simplicity, and technology
development requirements.
Booster - Mission duty cycle simulations for shuttle boosters revealed that
total impulse requirements could be satisfied entirely using residual gaseous
propellant contained in main engine tanks following boost. Since this eliminated
both propellant storage and thermal conditioning assemblies, neither mass addition
nor liquid/vapor mixing flow control approaches were considered for the booster.
As a result, only three booster concepts were investigated:
(1) a simple blowdown approach, exercising no control over propellant
С"36
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flow to the engine.
(2) a pressure regulated approach employing differential pressure regulators
on hydrogen inlet lines to each engine assembly, and
(3) a pressure regulated approach employing main supply line regulators.
Operating characteristics of the three concepts are compared in Figure C-31
for booster A. The most interesting results obtained from this comparison were
the nearly identical tank pressure/thrust profiles and the constancy of engine
mixture ratio for all concepts. Although engine thrust decayed for blowdown and
differential regulator concepts, minimum engine thrust levels delivered at end of
the mission were sufficiently high to satisfy booster angular acceleration
constraints with two engines out. Because of this result and the large line
diameters which render very large main supply line regulators, only the first two
booster flow control concepts were investigated further during Subtask A.
C-40
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APPENDIX D
Engine Assembly and Component Models
D-l. INTRODUCTION
Prior to performing synthesis and optimization of candidate APS concepts,
analyses of APS engine assemblies and primary subsystem components were conducted
to select reference component concepts and establish physical and performance
characteristics. The components considered were:
(1) engine assembly
(2) active heat exchanger
(3) gas generator
(4) pressure regulator
(5) propellent transfer pump, and
(6) propellent shutoff valve
A discussion of physical and performance characteristics of propellant storage tank,
passive heat exchanger, and main engine tanks is presented in Appendix C.
Realistic models for the above components which define weight, size, and
performance as a function of design parameters were developed and employed in a
sybsystem design and sizing computer program for evaluating subsystem concepts.
A listing of ranges for which primary design parameters were developed is pre-
sented in Figure D-l. Presented in this appendix are a description of the
selected design concepts, and a summary of physical and performance characteristics
for each of the above components.
D-l
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D"2. ENGINE ASSEMBLY
The selected low pressure APS engine concept is shown in Figure D"2. The
engine consists of injector assembly, fuel film"cooled thrust chamber, electrical
spark igniter assembly, and propellant control valves. The injector is a coaxial
element concept sized for gaseous propellants. The rolled and formed combustion
chamber is fabricated of Hastelloy steel. The fuel film coolant required to cool
the chamber was determined by thermal analysis with consideration of thermal cycle
and creep stress rupture. An electric spark igniter was selected based on its
quick response, long life capability, and demonstrated engine ignition capability.
The igniter design utilized separate control valves to provide positive propellant
control to the sequenced torch igniter chamber. Diaphragm actuated poppet valves,
shown in Figure D"3, were selected because they were light weight and offered
potential fast response and high cycle life capability.
From tests of injector elements the minimum pressure drop between injector
2
inlet and chamber for stable combustion was approximately 15 percent (2 Ib/in ).
Delivered specific impulse as a function of changes in design point variables
was identified using the JANNAF standardized performance evaluation program. This
technique identified the changes in specific impulse losses as a function of all
combinations of operating variables. The expected delivered performance was deter"
mined by computing theoretical performance, then subtracting the following calcu"
lated performance losses:
(1) reaction kinetics and energy release
(2) mixture ratio distribution
(3) boundary layer
(4) nozzle divergence, and
(5) film cooling
Supplemental film cooling is required, since all design operating points must
meet APS cycle life requirements. These coolant requirements are also a function
of the design point as shown in Figure D"4.
Coupling these cooling requirements and their corresponding performance
losses with variations in the component losses ^  resulted in the performance trends
shown in Figures D"5 to D"7. The most distinct variation results from changes
D"3





































































LOW PRESSURE ENGINE VALVE DESIGN
FIGURE D-3
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in design MR, Figures D-5 and D-6. As the engine operating point shifts from
2 to 4, a coolant flow increase is required to compensate for the higher combustor
core gas recovery temperature. This performance loss increase, coupled with
greater kinetics loss, reduced delivered performance at higher mixture ratios.
Performance gains with nozzle area ratio increase, Figures 17-5 and D-6,
resulted from changes in theoretical performance as the gas was further expanded.
Trends in performance with variations in chamber pressure (Figure D-7(a)) denote
a compromise between cooling requirements and kinetics losses. Increasing chamber
pressure usually increases performance by decreasing kinetics loss; however, this
was offset by the influence of increased coolant flow requirement.
Thrust level changes (Figure D-7(a)) result in variations in propellant residence
time (stay time) within the nozzle. Since nozzle length is directly proportional
to chamber diameter at a given expansion ratio, stay time is increased. This
increased length increases the time available for recombination and reduces the
corresponding kinetics loss. In addition, coolant requirements are reduced, since
chamber surface per unit mass flow is lower. These influences are combined to
produce the overall change in specific impulse with chamber pressure.
Increasing propellant temperature (Figure D-7(b)) increased theoretical perfor-
mance because of higher propellant enthalpy, though coolant flow changes were also
required to provide an equivalent wall temperature.
The size and weight of the low pressure engines were very sensitive to design
variables. Small variations in chamber pressure and expansion ratio represented
a significant percentage change in design point and in corresponding component
weight. Variation in physical properties as a function of thrust, chamber pressure,
and area ratio are presented in Figures D~8 through D-10.
The heaviest engine component was the injector assembly. Realistic pro-
jections of injector weight have been made in the weight analysis assuming use
of aluminum. Aluminum was also used in the weight analysis for the shutoff
valves and injector assembly.
D-10
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The low pressure gas generator consists of cylindrical combustion chamber,
injector assembly, electrical spark igniter, and associated propellant control
valves, similar to those used in the low pressure engine. The gas generator
is shown schematically in Figure D-ll. The cylindrical chamber has an L/D
ratio of 1.0 to 2.5; 1 for large diameters, and up to 2.5 for the smaller diameters.
Designs utilizing an L/D ratio less than 1.0 were too short to allow homogenous
combustion (uniform flame temperature). The chamber diameter was sized to obtain
a combustion gas Mach Number of 0.2. Chambers contain a turbulence ring approxi-
mately halfway down from the injector face, to promote uniform mixing and combus-
tion. The chamber body is constructed of A286 steel at a thickness of 0.050 in.
The injector design is similar in materials and configuration to that used on
the APS engines except for fewer elements and the allowance for the lower mixture
ratio. The pressure drop across injector is approximately 20 percent of chamber
pressure. Gas generator igniton response occurs in 30 to 40 ms. Allowing valve
response time of 15 to 25 ms yields an overall gas generator response of less than
60 ms.
Gas generator performance, weight and size were calculated in a manner
similar to that used for the low pressure engine. Performance and weight
realtionships are shown in Figure D-12.
D-14



















































































































































































































































D-4. ACTIVE HEAT EXCHANGER
The basic design of the heat exchanger is a concentric helical tube bundle
contained within a cylindrical shell as shown in Figure D-13. Hot combustion
products from the gas generator are passed through the shell, heating the tube
bundle through which liquid propellants flow. As propellant vaporizes and
changes density, it passes through a center manifold and into another bundle
of larger diameter tubes, allowing the fluid density to change without producing
a large pressure drop across the tube length. A representation of the flow
through the heat exchanger is given in Figure D-14.
The helical tube concept required that some void space exist in the center
of the tube bundle because of practical minimum tube bending radius considerations.
The helical coils are supported between manifolds by longitudinal plate baffles,
which serve to position the center diffuser and strengthen the assembly. Propel-
lant is distributed to, and collected from, the tubes by means of multiple radial
manifolds symmetrically spoke-mounted in a plane normal to the hot gas flow. This
multimanifold arrangement possesses many advantages; it allows the thermal expansion
of the tubes during operation, exposes each row of tubes to an identical hot gas
environment, and improves accessibility to the individual tubes for ease of
fabrication. AISI 347 stainless steel was selected for the heat exchanger tubing
because of its strength, fabrication characteristics, and heat transfer capability.
Propellant inlet flow control devices were used at the inlet to ensure flow and
pressure stability.
Operating limits for the heat exchanger are tabulated in Figure D-15. The
indicated nominal design point conditions were used as baseline for the heat
exchanger. In designing the heat exchanger for nominal and off-nominal operation,
the limiting criteria (maximum exit flow Mach Number of 0.2 and minimum number of
tubes for acceptable pressure variation within the length of a tube) determined
heat exchanger tube sizing. The number of manifolds used was based on engineering
judgement for reasonable packaging. Space between tubes was held at 0.15 in.
which, in turn, determined coil pitch, number of tube rows, and all external and
internal diameters of the heat exchanger.
With the aforementioned data (number of tubes, sizes, manifolds, spacing,
hot gas flow rate, core diameter, thicknesses, and design criteria selected
for each case) a thermal analysis was conducted to determine tube bundle length.
D-17























































































































































Min. Max. Design Point
(LBF/IN2A) 60 60 60in
с
. (°R) 40 40 40in
с
(°R) 200 500 200
с
(Ib/sec) .5 12 5
(LBF/IN2A)lO 30 30
inhot
± (°R) 1600 2500 2000
inhot













OPERATING LIMITS FOR LOW PRESSURE HEAT EXCHANGERS
FIGURE D.15
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Heat balances were made for each design point to determine the amount of hot gas
required to achieve desired cold and hot side operating conditions. Equations
for film coefficients, two phase flow conditions, etc. were selected on the basis
of engineering judgement for applicability and validity of correlations within
specific operating regimes. In developing the mathematical model, the following
assumptions were made:
(1) angular variation of hot gas properties was negligible, especially in
the multimanifold design
(2) radial variation in cold flow tube diameter was neglected, and an
average tube located at an average diameter replaced the tube bank
(3) due to the high temperature differences, a parallel flow analysis was
used, but would not differ significantly from a counter flow analysis
(4) in performing a step by step heat, mass, and momentum balance down
the tube, film coefficient and friction factor were evaluated using
the properties at the section inlet
(5) wall resistance caused negligible wall temperature drop
(6) no ice or liquid water formed on the hot side tube walls
With the overall tube length to achieve desired outflow conditions established,
overall heat exchanger weight and size were defined. The assembly weight was
arrived at by detailed calculations of tube bundle, manifolds, baffles, core, and
shell weights. Heat exchanger weights, lengths, and diameters are plotted as
functions of specified independent variables in Figures D-16 and D-17,
D-21





























HYDROGEN INLET TEMPERATURE = 4CTR
HYDROGEN INLET PRESSURE = 60 LBF/IN2A
HYDROGEN OUTLET PRESSURE = 40 LBF/IN2A
HOT GAS INLET TEMPERATURE .= 2000.R
HOT GAS INLET PRESSURE . 30 LBF/IN2A
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The regulator design, illustrated in Figure D"18 possesses a series of
overlapping segments that are moved to control prope11ant flow area. The general
configuration is similar to the aperture control device in a camera. Since this
type of unit does not have a positive shutoff ability, it would be placed down"
stream of a shutoff valve. The iris"type regulator would be driven by an actuator
in response to an electrical signal from a downstream sensor. The iris would not
fully close; rather, it would maintain a given setting when the engine
valves were signaled to close. When valves were signaled to open, the regulator
feedback loop would again function, establishing regulator flow area in response
to electrical signals.
The iris regulator orifice size was calculated for flow conditions of
2 225 Ibf/in a inlet pressure, 4 Ibf/in pressure drop across the regulator, and
gas temperature of 500eR. Weights of regulators with different flow ratings
were obtained from Lundy Electronics and Systems Inc., and are plotted in Figure
D"19. These weights, and the equations, were adjusted to include the accompanying
sensor and actuator weights.
D"24
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D-6. PROPELLANT TRANSFER PUMP
It is possible to transfer the cryogenic propellents (LH. or L00) from
the liquid storage tank, through the heat exchanger to the boost tank by means
of electrically driven pumps. These pumps can be tank mounted, and operate with
as little as 0.5 ft NPSH. Comparative performance data are given in this section
2
for systems that deliver a 20 Ibf/in pressure rise at flow rates of 2 Ib/sec
liquid hydrogen and 8 Ib/sec liquid oxygen.
Electrical driven pumps can be operated by direct coupling to a high speed
ac or dc electric motor. The hydrogen pump motor would operate with motor and
bearings submerged in liquid hydrogen for cooling. Similarly, for oxygen pump
cooling, the rotor would be cooled by gaseous helium, while liquid oxygen would
cool the stator and the gaseous helium. Data for these pumps are tabulated in
Figure D-20.
D-27
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D-7. PROPELLANT SHUTOFF VALVE
Shut-off valves considered for the low pressure APS included ball,
butterfly, poppet, blade, and diaphragm varieties. Valve weight data (presented
in Figure D-21, demonstrate that, from a weight standpoint, the type of shutoff
element is not an overriding consideration, since valve weight is primarily a
function of flow area or line size. Therefore, for APS Subtask A studies,
selection of shut-off valve configuration was not made; instead, the data of
Figure D-21 were employed in subsystem weight evaluations.
D-29
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APPENDIX E: RESIDUAL PROPELLANT AVAILABILITY
E"l. INTRODUCTION
At the times of booster and orbiter main engine shutdown, there are signifi"
cant quantities of oxygen and hydrogen residual liquids and gases remaining in the
main engine tanks. A summary of propellant residual quantities remaining in the
Vehicle A booster and orbiter at engine shutdown is presented in Figure E"l. These
residual propellants are assessed entirely against the main engine system, and if
a portion of the propellants could be utilized by the APS to satisfy impulse re"
quirements, APS weight might be reduced substantially.
Not all residual propellants are available for APS usage. After main engine
shutdown, heat transfer from the surrounding vehicle structure and vaporization of
residual liquids will increase main engine tank pressures to vent levels, and
residual propellants will be lost through venting unless used by the APS. Thus,
determination of the amount of residuals that can be credited to the APS, requires
an analysis coupling combined effects of heat transfer into the main engine tanks,
residual liquid vaporization, and APS propellant usage. The greatest uncertainty
in this analysis is the heat transfer and vaporization rates associated with re"
sidual tank liquids. Since vaporization occurs in a very low gravity environment,
evaluation of vaporization rates requires modeling of fluid motion and heat trans"
fer characteristics in a low gravity environment. Such analytical techniques were
not available. Instead, the approach selected for this study was to utilize data
correlations for existing launch vehicles. Liquid vaporization rates experienced
on previous launch vehicles were correlated to develop a model to predict equiva"
lent propellant motion and heat transfer effects for known mission and vehicle
characteristics. This model was then applied to the shuttle vehicle design and
mission in order to identify expected vaporization rates.
This appendix presents the correlation of booster vaporization rate data and
its application to the low pressure APS. The following paragraphs provide a de"
finition of the Saturn vehicles examined, and a discussion of data and results for
both oxygen and hydrogen. A summary of equivalent models which best approximate
fluid motion and heat transfer are provided. Finally, these results are applied
to the space shuttle vehicle to predict the availability of liquid residuals for
the low pressure APS.
E"l
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E-2. SATURN DATA EVALUATION
Low gravity, orbital data were available for three booster configurations.
These were: (a) Saturn-IV, (b) Saturn-IVB/IB, and (c) Saturn-IVB/SV. The
Saturn-IV vehicle was the upper stage of the Saturn I, two-stage launch vehicle.
This vehicle performed a single burn to earth orbit. The Saturn-IVB/IB vehicle
was the upper stage of the Saturn IB, two-stage launch vehicle. The Saturn-IVB
flight numbers for this booster configuration were in the 200 series. The
Saturn-IVB/SV vehicle was the third stage of the Saturn V, three-stage, launch
vehicle. This vehicle performed a two-burn mission; the first burn was to earth
orbit, followed by an earth orbital coast and a second burn for trans-lunar orbit
insertion. Flight numbers for this booster configuration were in the 500 series.
The S-IVB/IB and S-IVB/V stages were of basically similar configuration.
All S-IV and S-IVB flights were examined to obtain applicable data for the
oxygen. Eight flights provided data suitable for study. Segments from 11 flights
were examined to obtain data applicable to the hydrogen propellant. Six groups of
these data were analyzed in depth, using one particularly well-instrumented group
to correlate the other data. The following paragraphs provide a summary of the
data obtained and a discussion of its interpretation.
E-2.1 Liquid Oxygen Evaluation - For the eight flights which provided LO-
data suitable for study, heating was divided into two regimes. These were: (1)
ullage gas heating or heating characterized by a vapor interface at the propellant
tank wall and (2) liquid heating or heating characterized by a liquid interface at
the propellant tank wall. This latter heating regime was further subdivided to
identify the amount of liquid heating that should be allocated to propellant
boil-off, and the amount associated with bulk liquid heating. Applicable data were
evaluated to determine the amount of liquid/gas heating, wetted wall surface area,
and percentage of liquid heat transfer associated with propellant boil-off.
To evaluate the liquid oxygen tank conditions during low gravity coast, the
tank conditions at the beginning and end of the coast were established as closely
as possible. For example, for one typical flight (Vehicle 204), the following
conditions were established. After main engine cutoff, the stage was pitched for
alignment with the local horizontal. Subsequently, the following tank conditions
were achieved: L09 bulk temperature 161°  - 162°R, ullage gas temperature 160°R
2and ullage pressure 19 Ibf/in a. These were used as the initial conditions for
• E-3
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evaluation of L00 characteristics. The conditions at the end of a two-hour coast
were: LO. bulk temperature 164°  - 165°R, ullage gas temperature 165°  - 170°R and
2ullage pressure 26.3 Ibf/in a. The observed pressure rise could not be due to
ullage heating alone, as that would require an ullage temperature of 180°R. Bulk
boiling of the liquid also could not have occurred, since bulk liquid temperatures
never reached saturated conditions. Thus, a combination of liquid heating, liquid
vaporization, and ullage gas heating was required to explain the measurements. To
determine the appropriate balance between vaporization and ullage heating, a com-
puter program was used to investigate the influence of various parameters affecting
pressure and temperature within the vehicle. Using this approach, the balance
between ullage heating and vaporization, which best satisfied end conditions, was
deduced. For the data point in question, the average bulk heating rate for the
residual liquid was approximately 1500 Btu/hr. Heat input rates required to vapor-
ize sufficient liquid for the observed pressure rise rates were also determined.
These varied between 5,000 and 15,000 BTU/hr. These results indicated that between
75 to 90 percent of the total heat transferred from the tank to liquid oxygen re-
sulted in vaporization. The remainder was associated with bulk liquid heating.
As another example, Figure E-2 shows the pressure rise as a function of time
for flight 205. Calculations of the pressure rise rate for two extreme cases are
also shown. Because of incomplete ullage temperature instrumentation, it was
necessary to estimate flight 205 heating rates using flight 204 data. The extreme
cases considered were: (1) a fully wetted wall in which all of the heating was
directly applied to the liquid; and (2) a dry wall situation in which all heat
transfer was delivered to the ullage gas. These extremes are shown to bound the
actual data. A curve which best satisfied observed data was deduced for this
flight (in the same manner as described above) by assuming that 75 percent of total
liquid heating was associated with surface boiling. As shown, this provides a very
good model of the results.
Other flight data indicated different pressure profiles during coast. For
example, the rate of pressure rise as a function of time from insertion was observed
to vary from flight to flight. This was partially correlated with sun angle, which
varied for different vehicles because of different launch times during the day.
Other factors contributing to differences were the amount of liquid residuals,
ullage gas composition (helium and oxygen), ullage temperature, and extent of
orbital maneuvers.
E-4
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The pressure history of flight 204, shown in Figure E"3, clearly shows the
singular effect of orbital maneuvers. Pitch maneuvers were executed at 3200 and
at 6300 seconds. These are believed to have positioned liquid over tank support
structure which provided high heat shorts, with resultant increases in heat trans"
fer and vaporization. Also shown in Figure E"3 are the analytical results for
various proportions of liquid heating associated with surface boiling.
To illustrate the range of differences needed to explain the various flights,
the data for five flights are shown in Figure E"4. In Figure E"4, curves have been
fitted with various allocations of heating between the liquid and ullage. Here
again, the range of conditions is bracketed by wetted and dry wall calculations.
Based on the evaluation of oxygen data, a range of values for the amount of
liquid heating that should be allocated to surface boiling was observed to range
from 75 to 90 percent. The flight data also indicated that for residual oxygen
liquid, the most accurate model for definition of equivalent liquid wall contact
area was a settled liquid mass.
E"2.2 Liquid Hydrogen Evaluation " Segments from 11 flights were examined
to obtain data applicable to the residual hydrogen propellent. Six sets of these
data were analyzed in depth, using one particularly well"instrumented set to
correlate the other data. Emphasis was placed on long steady state periods with
a constant low g level applied to the vehicle. These conditions were selected to
minimize the influence of the hydrogen tank insulation heat capacity. Periods of
no venting, or periods with measured vented gas quantities, were chosen to deter"
mine the total mass in the tank. Thus, an accurate accounting of energy could be
achieved. Hydrogen tank energy balances were carried out for a number of tank
conditions on both the S"IVB and S"IV stages. These helped to determine heat
flux to liquid and gas, and percentage of tank wall wetted by liquid during
low g operations.
Results of seven energy balances which were applicable to the orbiter are
tabulated in Figure E"5 and calculations related to these data are shown in
Figure E"6 Figure E"6 presents the observed heat transfer rate as a function
of calculated wetted wall area, assuming residuals to be completely settled in
the tank base. A key point in Figure E"6 is point number 6. For this set of
conditions, an evaluation of heat transfer fully independent of ullage and
liquid temperature measurements was obtained. Point 6 corresponds to a steady
state, continuous venting period, and represents data from several S"IVB/V flights.
E"6
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Results of an energy balance under the conditions represented by point 6 are re"
liable, since the hydrogen tank had reached an equilibrium condition with saturat"
ed liquid and a stratified ullage gas. Under these conditions, boil"off and
ullage heating could be derived directly from measured flow rate and enthalpy.
Also, wetted wall area during this process was relatively well known. For these
reasons point 6 was considered to be the most reliable point of Figure E"6, and a
straight line passing through point 6 was assumed to relate heat transfer rate to
wetted surface area.
For the other points in Figure E"6, there was significantly more uncertainty
regarding the amount of wall wetted by liquid. However, one major factor neglected
in Figure E"6 was the influence of acceleration level on liquid configuration and
wetted wall area. From Figure E"5 and E"6 it may be observed that points which
are most distant from the linear relationship between liquid/ullage heat input
versus wetted wall area, as described by the line through point 6 (for example,
points 5 and 7), represent those with the lowest gravity environment. Thus, these
points are expected to be the least settled liquid configuration. In order to
investigate the influence of gravity, the data from Figure E"5 were correlated
using their acceleration levels. The correlation expressed an effective wetted
wall fraction as a function of acceleration. The effective wetted wall was de"
fined as that which would be wetted assuming the data for point 6 provided a linear
relationship between heat transfer rate and wetted wall area. Each data point in
Figure E"6 was translated to the straight line passing through point 6 at a con"
stant heat transfer rate. The wetted area defined by the straight line provided
the effective wetted wall area. The original data point provided the settled
liquid wetted area. The correlation between the ratio of effective wetted area
to settled wetted area and acceleration is shown in Figure E"7.
Application of Saturn data to definition of a liquid hydrogen model indicated
that the position of the liquid hydrogen was strongly acceleration"dependent.
Correlation of Saturn data with space shuttle data indicated that approximately
65 percent of the hydrogen tank would initially be wetted, even if only small
amounts of residual were present. Also, the analysis showed that hydrogen liquid
was maintained near saturation conditions. Thus, effectively 100 percent of the
liquid heating goes into vaporization.
E"ll
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E"3. RESIDUAL AVAILABILITY
E"3.1 Orbiter APS " Using the above models for liquid vaporization, simulated
APS missions were analyzed, by coupling liquid boil"off, vapor heating, and APS
propellant usage, to determine the usability of liquid residuals. A brief descrip"
tion of analysis and results obtained is presented below for both high and low
cross"range orbiters (orbiters A and B, respectively). Heating rates to the
residual liquid propellants following main engine shutoff were estimated for
orbiter A. Results are shown in Figure E"8. These rates were then applied (in
conjunction with the vaporization models developed from the Saturn vehicle study)
to obtain the histories for residual liquid remaining presented in Figures E"9
and E""10. Liquid vaporization rates were then computed using these residual
histories, and employed in a computer program (which simulates APS mission opera"
tion) to determine the amount of residual liquids that could be used by the APS.
A typical computer mission simulation is shown in Figure E"ll. Results from these
computer mission simulations are summarized in Figure E"12 for three distinct
maneuver velocity allocations. (The liquid vaporization rates used for the orbiter
A analysis were also assumed valid for Vehicle B.) As seen in Figure E"12, only
a small percentage of the initial LOX residual is usable by the APS. This is
because LOX vaporization rate is relatively large, and most of the oxygen vapor is
vented before major vehicle velocity changes are performed. The usable residual
liquid weights presented in Figure E"12 were applied to the propellant weight
requirements tabulated in the detailed subsystem weight breakdowns of Appendix F.
E"3.2 Booster APS " Utilization of main engine tank propellant residuals
was also considered for the booster APS. Simulated mission evaluations for the
booster APS clearly showed that ample residual propellant vapors were available
in the main engine tanks to satisfy the entire booster mission without propellant
resupply. An example of the vehicle В booster mission simulation is shown in
Figure E"13. Based on these results, no additional analyses of booster residual
liquid vaporization were undertaken in this study.
E"13
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APPENDIX F
APS Design and Weight Sensitivity
F"l. INTRODUCTION
Design and weight sensitivity analyses were conducted on 68 candidate low
pressure APS concepts. All but four of these pertained to orbiter vehicles.
Various approaches to vehicle requirements, propellant storage state, thermal
conditioning, and flow control devices were investigated as required for each of
two booster and orbiter elements. Space shuttle configurations considered were
low (shuttle A) and high (shuttle B) crossrange, 2"stage, fully reusable space
vehicles. Various velocity allocations between APS and an orbit maneuvering sub"
system (QMS) were considered. These were:
(1) APS provides all attitude control and "be translational maneuvers< 10 ft/sec
(2) APS provides all attitude control and +x translational maneuvers< 50 ft/sec
(3) APS provides all attitude control and all translational maneuvers.
The booster APS provides for all attitude control maneuvers with residual pro"
pellants. Therefore, it requires only a propellant distribution network and control
engines. Matrices of candidate APS concepts for orbiters and boosters are pre"
sented in Figures F"l and F"2, respectively. Detailed subsystem schematics are
presented below for the most attractive concepts. The schematic legend is shown in
Figure F"3.
F"l
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F-2. CONCEPT DESCRIPTION - BOOSTER
Booster APS mission performance requirements are achieved utilizing only main
engine tank propellant residuals thus eliminating the need of auxiliary tankage,
and thermal conditioners. Hence, only two candidate auxiliary propulsion subsystems
were evaluated for boosters A and B. These were: (1) a simple gas blowdown concept
shown schematically in Figure F-4 which requires only distribution lines, isolation
valves, and engine assemblies, and (2) a differential pressure regulation control
concept shown in Figure F-5, requiring a regulator for each engine assembly in
addition to the above mentioned components. Performance requirements were met with
a booster A configuration using eighteen 2600 Ib thrust engines and booster В config"
uration of sixteen 2000 Ib thrust engines. Subsystem concept design optima are
summarized in Figure F"6. For all cases considered, engine mixture ratios optimized
at 4.0 and nozzle expansion ratios at 2.0. Maximum distribution line diameters
varied from 6.9 to 8.3 in for fuel lines and from 7.2 to 8.7 in for oxidizer lines.
F"5













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F-3. SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT - BOOSTER
Distribution and engine assemblies were sized to provide the desired thrust
level at end of mission when booster tank pressures and temperatures had decayed
to their lowest values. In addition, the propellant distribution network (lines
and isolation valves) was sized to provide minimum subsystem weight by trading-off
the line weight against engine weight. An engine injector and valve pressure
2
differential of 2 Ibf/in a was estimated to be the minimum allowable for good
mixing and stable operation. Component and total subsystem weights are tabulated
in Figure F-6 for each concept and booster vehicle. The simple blowdown concept
resulted in the lightest subsystem weight, specifically 2972 and 3089 Ib for
boosters A and B, respectively.
F-9
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F-4. DESIGN AND WEIGHT SENSITIVITIES - BOOSTER
Linear sensitivities to thrust, engine chamber pressure, mixture ratio, nozzle
expansion ratio, and maximum boost tank pressure were evaluated for both booster
APS concepts. Linear sensitivities were evaluated by varying a single design para-
meter while maintaining all other design parameters at their design point. Sensi-
tivities and design point optima are shown in Figures F-7 through F-10. Sensitivity
to total impulse and resupply propellant conditioning temperatures are not shown
since sufficient residual propellant was available to meet all performance require-
ments. In the analysis, main engine tank weight increases were assessed against
APS weight for cases where boost tank pressure exceeded design pressure. This is
shown by the linearly increasing solid lines to the right of the design point in
the curves for APS weight sensitivity to main engine tank pressure shown in Figures
F-7 through F-10. In general, subsystem weight was found to be very sensitive to
thrust level, chamber pressure, and main engine tank pressures, but insensitive
to engine mixture ratio and nozzle expansion ratios.
F-10,
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F-5. CONCEPT DESCRIPTION - ORBITER
The design concepts presented in Section F-l were evaluated at the three pre-
defined velocity allocations for both Orbiter A and В as shown in the concept
matrix of Figure F"l. Comparisons of the flow control concepts, as defined in the
body of this report, indicated the constant density liquid/vapor mixer approach to
be the most attractive based primarily on weight and mission flexibility consider"
ations, and hence subsystem schematics are presented only for this control concept.
The schematics shown in Figures F"ll through F"14 are for liquid storage/
passive conditioning, liquid storage/active conditioning, supercritical storage/
passive conditioning, and supercritical storage/active conditioning, respectively.
All subsystem approaches include the following assemblies: propellant storage
tanks with associated pressurization subassemblies; heat exchangers with associated
valves and controls; main engine tanks, which serve as gas accumulators; flow
control devices; distribution network with associated isolation valves; engines
with associated valves, injector, and nozzle. Mission performance requirements
were met with an orbiter A configuration utilizing thirty"two 500 Ib thrust engines
and an orbiter В configuration of twenty"eight 1000 Ib thrust engines.
Subsystem design point summaries are tabulated in Figure F"15 (orbiter A) and
Figure F"16 (orbiter B) for the constant density control concept. APS total
impulse and conditioning temperature requirements, subsystem optima, and sub"
system specific impulse and total weight are given for each of the subsystem
concepts investigated. Over the entire concept matrix (including both vehicles)
optimum engine chamber pressure only varied from 13.3 to 13.9 Ibf/in^a and the
optimum mixture ratio remained constant at 3.0. For the 10 ft/sec velocity case,
the optimum nozzle expansion ratio was 8.0, while for higher velocity maneuvers
the optimum was 10.0. It should be noted that the subsystem specific impulse is
based on the combined impulse provided by the APS tanked propellant and the main
engine tank residuals.
F.15
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F"6. SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT " ORBITER
The orbiter APS was sized in essentially the same manner as described in
Section F"3 for the booster. Distribution and engine assemblies were sized based
on the lowest values of pressure and temperature occurring during the mission duty
cycle; and the propellant distribution lines, isolation valves, and. engine weights
2
were optimized based on available pressure budget. Again, a 2 Ibf/in pressure
differential was maintained across the engine injector and valve. To provide
minimum weights main engine tank design pressures of 20 Ibf/in a were used and the
ratio of resupply propellant flow rate to main tank outflow rate was maintained at
unity. The rationale for these design conditions are discussed in the body of this
report. APS propellant tankage requirements were determined based on available
residuals and mission total impulse requirements.
For the 10 and 50 ft/sec velocity cases, component and total weight summaries
are presented for each subsystem concept in Figures F"17 through F"22 (orbiter A)
and in Figures F"23 through F"28 (orbiter B). For reference purposes these figures
also include weight breakdowns for the alternate flow control concepts. The all
maneuver weight summaries are tabulated in Figure F"29. For tne passive condi"
tioning case, propellant, tank and engine weights were found to be nearly
independent of flow control concepts. In contrast, propellant weights were reduced
for active conditioning by utilizing constant density control since the lower condi"
tioning requirements decreased the active heat exchanger/gas generator propellant
usage. The constant density control concept also resulted in lower heat exchanger
weights, again because of reduced conditioning energy requirements. Furthermore,
distribution line weights are reduced because of the lower design operating
temperatures of this control concept.
For the selected constant density flow control approach, the subsystem weights
have again been summarized in Figure F"30 for orbiter A and Figure F"31 for orbiter
B. Minimum subsystem weight was achieved for the 10 and 50 ft/sec maneuvers
utilizing liquid propellant storage and passive conditioning. Minimum low pressure
APS weights for the 50 ft/sec velocity allocation are 11,632 and 14,543 Ib for
orbiters A and В respectively.
F"22
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F"7. DESIGN AND WEIGHT SENSITIVITIES " ORBITER
The low pressure APS was investigated to determine subsystem design point and
weight sensitivity to variations in design parameters. These variables included
thrust, impulse, engine chamber pressure, mixture ratio, nozzle expansion ratio,
maximum main engine tank pressures, and resupply propellant conditioning tempera"
tures. As discussed for the booster, only linear sensitivities were evaluated.
The resulting sensitivities are shown in Figures F"32 through F"40 for orbiter A
and Figures F"41 through F"49 for orbiter B.
F"38
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